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ABSTRACT
This dissertation adds to the progressive conversation in education regarding sexuality and
neurodiversity. This study aimed to determine if there are differences in post-secondary sexual
self-efficacy and sexual self-concept outcomes among transitioning youth with level one and two
autism spectrum disorder. It explored the relationship of the components of sexual self-efficacy
and sexual self-concept outcomes from the perspective of transitioning youth with autism. As
advocates for the disability community continue to push reform for inclusiveness, it is vital that
all areas of independent living, including sexual health, are not excluded. This study added to the
understanding of autism, the specific barriers of sexuality, and how those barriers effect the
autism population’s transition to adulthood. This quantitative, causal-comparative study included
a sample size of 164 participants with level one and two autism spectrum disorder in the
postsecondary setting. A MANOVA facilitated the results of the study that indicated there was a
statistically significant difference in post-secondary sexual self-efficacy, as measured by the
SHPSES, and sexual self-concept outcomes, as measured by the MSSSC, among young adults
with level one and two autism spectrum disorder. Limitations to the study included self-reported
data, the influence of co-occurring disabilities, consideration of culturally diverse populations,
and participants’ willingness to volunteer for the study. Future studies should examine the
multidimensional constructs of sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept, the confounding
effects on sexual health outcomes among young adults with co-occurring disabilities, the
influence of culture on sexual health outcomes, and the effect to which graduation status
influences the sexual health outcomes of neurodivergent individuals.
Keywords: autism spectrum disorder, neurodiversity, post-secondary, sexual selfefficacy, sexual self-concept, sexual health, sexuality, transitioning youth
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Overview
As young adults with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) transition to adulthood, their
ability to manage their sexual health becomes an intricate component of independent living. The
purpose of this quantitative, causal-comparative study was to determine if there is a difference
among young adults with level one and two autism spectrum disorder’s post-secondary sexual
self-efficacy and sexual self-concept outcomes. Chapter one introduces the study by discussing
the historical context of sexuality and neurodiversity followed by the problem statement, purpose
of the study, and its significance to the field of education. The chapter concludes with the
research question and definitions to assist in the understanding of the contents of the research.
Background
The misconceptions regarding the sexuality of neurodivergent (ND) individuals led some
to believe that they do not possess sexual interests or desires as their neurotypical (NT) peers
(Kahonde et al., 2018). However, recent studies have revealed that ND individuals are reporting
the same sexual interests and needs as their NT peers (Dewinter et al., 2017). Further, it is during
the adolescent and teenage years when individuals begin to explore and understand sexuality.
The complexities of ASD further complicate the defining factors of how sexual health effects the
autism population (Stanojević et al., 2020). Unfortunately, many students with disabilities do not
have appropriate access and adequate resources to sex education programming (Sala et al.,
2020). This lack of attention given to the physical, emotional, and social components of sexual
health can directly affect an individual’s self-concepts, behaviors, and safety (McDaniels &
Fleming, 2018).
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Historical Overview
While the topic is still in its infancy, the idea that neurodivergent individuals should
exercise the same rights and opportunities as everyone else was mandated with the Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) of 2004. Seventeen years after the law was enacted, the
neurodiverse community is still advocating to remove stigmas and increase inclusion in schools
and in the community (Treacy et al., 2017). A review of the historical literature suggests similar
themes in relation to the sexual rights of individuals with disabilities. The earliest perspectives of
sexuality and neurodiversity originated from a position of denial and suppression (Kempton &
Kahn, 1991). While the civil rights movement brought about sexual revolution, those with
differing abilities are still marginalized. Even with the deinstitutionalization of individuals with
disabilities, there remained a public discourse with regard to sexuality, behavior, and
reproduction of individuals with disabilities (Tepper, 2000).
Around the same time IDEA was mandated, studies begin to evolve and transform the
way sexuality and neurodiversity was conceptualized. Early studies on sexuality that included
individuals with disabilities focused primarily on sex education programming (McDaniels &
Fleming, 2018). Researchers were beginning to fill the gaps on previous misunderstandings of
sexual health and neurodiversity. Additional research also identified notable inconsistencies
between educators, caregivers, and the neurodiverse perceptions of sexual health (Sinclair et al.,
2015). These inconsistences contribute to the limited understanding of the sexual needs and
desires of young adults with ASD by creating a linear view of an incapable ability to manage
their own sexuality (Sinclair et al., 2015).
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Society-at-Large
The barriers created through misconceptions of sexuality and ASD influence an
individual’s preparation for adulthood. Young adults with disabilities yearn for acceptance,
dignity, and the right to sexual autonomy (Kahonde et al., 2018). To achieve successful sexual
health outcomes in the post-secondary setting, emerging adults must be afforded appropriate and
timely sexual health information (Treacy et al., 2017). As the advocacy for inclusive instruction
and community integration of individuals with disabilities continues, there remain multiple
barriers to providing individuals with disabilities adequate and appropriate sex education
programming and supports (Dewinter et al., 2017).
Research in the area of sexuality and neurodiversity primarily focuses on the negative
implications of suppression of sexual interests and the lack of sex education programming to
support healthy sexual outcomes (George & Stokes, 2018). These outcomes produce a direct
effect on an individual’s physical, emotional, social, and mental wellbeing (McDaniels &
Fleming, 2018). A lack of understanding and inability to manage sexual health is not an
individual concern. During the vulnerable transition to adulthood, those who do not have access
to adequate and appropriate sexual health information could fail to successfully integrate with
the community (Volkmar et al., 2017). The pressure to meet societal expectations can further
influence their health, relationships, and ability to maintain employment. McDaniels
and Fleming (2018) asserted that appropriate sexual relationships are a critical component of
transition and community inclusiveness. Therefore, an understanding of the specific barriers of
sexual health for emerging adults with ASD can lead to positive civic engagement (McDaniels &
Fleming, 2018).
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Conceptual Background
Knowledge of human behavior and processes are necessary when attempting to
understand barriers to successful community integration. This includes understanding how
people learn. In her theory of characteristics of adult learners, Patricia Cross (1999) identified
multi-dimensional variables that influence an individual’s access and engagement in curricula.
The level of student access and engagement can directly affect a learner’s construction of
knowledge. Therefore, the way in which content is presented can form the personal and social
outcomes of an individual’s life. While Cross (1999) acknowledged the influence of an
individual’s demographics, she also encouraged engagement of the unique characteristics of the
learner to maximize learning potential. Capitalizing on the uniqueness of one’s characteristics
may increase an individual’s confidence in their ability to manage certain situations
(Orchowski & Gidycz, 2018). It is the self-perceptions and external experiences
that influences how an individual manages situations and challenges (Cross, 1999).
Albert Bandura’s (1978) theory of self-efficacy states that the human’s sense of
capabilities influences personal well-being. Bandura presented his framework of self-efficacy in
1977 when he focused on how the level and strength of self-efficacy changes based on
psychological procedures that include accomplishments, vicarious experience, persuasion, and
physiological state (Bandura, 1977). Further constructs of Bandura’s theory examined the social
cognitive functioning of the human mind and the critical factors of behavior, environment,
cognitive, and biological events (Locke, 1987).
Social cognitive theory contrasts with other behavioral theories in that it emphasizes
introspective properties when attempting to explain the complexities of the human mind and
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functioning (Locke, 1987). When considering the self-efficacy of individuals with disabilities, it
is necessary to include personal perspectives regarding self-perceived ability to navigate and
manage sexual health. While studies suggest young adults with ASD have the same sexual
interests and desires as their NT peers, there remains a disparity in the specific sexual health
challenges young adults with ASD face when transitioning to adulthood (Hartmann et al., 2019;
Treacy et al., 2017).
Problem Statement
Current literature pertaining to sexuality and neurodiversity focuses on the
misconceptions regarding the sexual development of ND individuals and their NT peers
(Dewinter et al., 2017; Sinclair et al., 2015). Research suggests that while there are differences in
the stages of sexual development compared to their NT peers, ND individuals are reporting
minimal differences in the levels of sexual attraction and experiences (Dewinter et al., 2017).
Additionally, there is an increase in studies on neurodiversity and sexual orientation, gender
identify, and sexual experiences (Dewinter et al., 2017). Controversy exists regarding mixed
results from studies that suggest ND individuals report no sexual attraction or desires (Dewinter
et al., 2017). The limited awareness of participants and sample sizes make it further difficult to
generalize these research findings.
A significant body of research seeks to investigate the role of sex education, access to
programming, and adequate resources to support individualized learning (Dewinter et al., 2017;
McDaniels & Fleming, 2018; Treacy et al., 2017). Research that explores the sexual health of
young adults with disabilities suggest notable negative implications that originate from an
inadequate understanding of sexual health (Bengesai et al., 2018). In their research on sexual
health education, McDaniels and Fleming (2018) found that secondary instructional staff were
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not formally trained on how to implement the sex education curriculum, modify it to meet the
needs of students, or accurately assess student retention. Conversely, an evaluation of current sex
education curricula suggests current sex education content is medically accurate, includes
appropriate references, and demonstrates representation of culturally diverse populations (Wolfe
et al., 2019).
Given the broad topic of sexuality, neurodiversity, and post-secondary transition, there
exist multiple gaps in the current body of knowledge. Primarily, there is limited understanding of
the sexual health perceptions of individuals with ASD and how those perspectives inform the
development of sex education curricula (McDaniels & Fleming, 2018). While multiple studies
have focused on the perspectives of educators and caregivers, few studies have included the
perspectives of individuals with ASD (Hartmann et al., 2019; Kahonde et al., 2018). Second,
while research in the area of ASD and transition is vast, there is limited understanding of the
relationship between sexual health and post-secondary outcomes (George & Stokes, 2018).
While the studies that include the sexuality of young adults discuss the challenges with
behavior and risk of safety, there is a failure to investigate these factors in relation to an
individual’s self-efficacy and self-concept. Current research provides a foundation for
understanding the relationship between sexual health and individuals with disabilities. However,
there is a gap in understanding the variables that shape the self-efficacy and self-concept of
transitioning youth (TY) with ASD and the influence these constructs have on post-secondary
sexual health outcomes. The problem is more research is needed to determine if there are
differences in post-secondary sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept outcomes among
young adults with level one and two autism spectrum disorder (Dewinter et al., 2017; McDaniels
& Fleming, 2018; Sinclair et al., 2015).
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Purpose Statement
The purpose of this study quantitative, causal-comparative study was to determine if
there are differences in post-secondary sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept outcomes
among young adults with level one and two autism spectrum disorder. These differences had not
been previously studied and, therefore, the gap in research suggested further investigation of the
two variables for young adults with ASD. The two dependent variables are sexual self-efficacy
and sexual self-concept outcomes. The Sexual Health Practices Self-Efficacy Scale (SHPSES)
defines sexual self-efficacy as an individual’s confidence in their knowledge, skills, and comfort
with sexual health practices (Barthalow Koch et al., 2010). The Multidimensional Scale of
Sexual Self-Concept (MSSSC) defines sexual self-concept as the perceptions and feelings an
individual has as a sexual being (Ferrer-Urbina et al., 2019).
The independent variable is the level of diagnosis on the autism spectrum. The American
Psychiatric Association categorizes persons with ASD into three levels: those individuals who
require support (level one), substantial support (level two), and very substantial support (level
three) (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). As the standard reference for medical diagnosis
of ASD, these levels are based on the severity of deficits in social communication and restricted
repetitive patterns of behavior (Rudy, 2021). For the purpose of this study, individuals with level
three ASD were excluded from this study. As such, this study utilized a two-level scale that
defined the groups of the variable as level one and level two ASD. This study assessed the
differences on the dependent variables, which are continuous in nature, by the independent
variable, which is categorical. The secondary setting is the standard agency in which sexual selfefficacy and sexual self-concept is cultivated; therefore, the emerging adult population was
designated as the sample. The findings from this study added to the body of knowledge on
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sexuality and neurodiversity, may inform the development of sex education curricula, and bring
forth transformative progress toward neurodiversity inclusion.
Significance of the Study
Sexuality evolves over time including during school and the transition to adulthood
(Boislard et al., 2016). Current literature on the sexuality of young adults with disabilities is
primarily focused on sexual development, orientation, and the relationships of individuals with
disabilities (Dewinter et al., 2017). This study extended the current knowledge of sexuality and
investigated the role of sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept outcomes, further
acknowledging that sexuality is multifaceted (Boislard et al., 2016). As a result, contributions
from this study provided an understanding of the variable relationships and their influences on
the physical, mental, emotional, and social components of sexual health. Additionally, current
research on sexuality and neurodiversity is narrow and mostly excludes the perceptions of
individuals with ASD (Hartmann et al., 2019). The studies that include self-perceptions are
limited in size, reliability, and generalization. Further, self-concepts such as self-esteem,
behaviors, and communication may differ across subgroups of young adults (Boislard et al.,
2016). Therefore, this study presented sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept from the
perspective of young adults with ASD, allowing a more thorough understanding of the
intentions, motives, and emotions related to sexual health.
In addition to the autism population, this study may potentially significantly influence
educational organizations and post-secondary institutions that provide supports and services for
individuals with disabilities. In their study on sex education and neurodiversity, McDaniel and
Fleming (2016) found that the current effectiveness of sex education programming for
individuals with disabilities fails to provide timely and appropriate information to students.
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Current practices to ensure healthy sexual outcomes for young adults with disabilities actually
reinforces the misconceptions regarding neurodiversity and sexual health (Sinclair et al., 2015).
Wolfe et al. (2019) supported this claim noting current socio-sexual curriculum suggests a lack
of practicality and feasibility of curriculum. Attempts to modify sex education curricula tends to
focus solely on personal space, privacy, and hygiene (Hartmann et al., 2019).
The restrictive access to adequate and appropriate sex education instruction for emerging
adults with ASD is not limited to the secondary school setting. Rehabilitation counselors report
decreased confidence and anxiety when attempting to curb inappropriate sexual behaviors in the
adult service setting (McDaniels & Fleming, 2018). The limited access to sexual health resources
for individuals with ASD result in reactive attempts to ignore or stop unwanted behaviors.
Further, attempts to implement sexual health programming in the post-secondary setting focuses
primarily on safety rather than the establishment of social skills, a necessary component for
sexual and civil engagement (McDaniels & Fleming, 2018). Maladaptive socio-sexual behaviors
can affect the formation of all relationship types, including relationships sexual in nature
(McDaniels & Fleming, 2018).
The vague and indirect approach to adapting sexual health information for young adults
with ASD create additional challenges when conceptualizing and applying content to real-life
experiences (McDaniels & Fleming, 2018). Inadequate sexual health information can lead to
exclusion from relationships and meaningful socialization (McDaniel & Fleming, 2018). Given
that sexuality is multifaceted, this study expanded the factors of sexuality that effect the sexual
health outcomes of young adults with ASD. This study provided a more holistic view of youth
sexual development and cognition. In sum, this study added to the understanding of autism, the
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specific barriers of sexuality, and how those barriers effect the autism population’s transition to
adulthood.
Research Question
RQ: Are there differences in post-secondary sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept
outcomes among young adults with level one and two autism spectrum disorder?
Definitions
1. Autism spectrum disorder (ASD)- a neurodevelopmental disorder that impacts social
communication, repetitive behaviors, and interests (Hodges et al., 2020).
2. Individuals with Disabilities Education Act-an educational policy that funds special
education services for individuals with disabilities (Lim, 2019).
3. Sexual self-concept- a multidimensional construct that concerns an individual’s
judgements about their sexuality (Anticevic et al., 2017).
4. Sexual self-efficacy- an individual’s belief in their ability to manage a sexual situation
appropriately (Rostosky et al., 2008).
5. Sexual health outcomes- results of an individual’s well-being in relation to the physical,
emotional, mental, and social aspects of sexuality (Douglas & Fenton, 2013).
6. Transitioning youth-The U.S. Department of Labor (2021) categorizes transitioning
youth as individuals between the ages of 14 and 21 who are moving into adulthood.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Overview
The purpose of this literature review is to present the principles of sexual health and
autism, to describe the influence of sex education, and the factors that affect post-secondary
transitional outcomes. The chapter will first present a review of the conceptual framework that
guided this research including the theory of adult learners, cognitive and situated learning, and
the theory of self-efficacy. Next, related literature will provide a brief exploration of the sexual
health of individuals with autism, the influence of sex education, and the effects on transitional
outcomes in the post-secondary setting. Finally, a review of the dimensions that contribute to the
construct of both sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept outcomes are defined as well as the
influence these constructs have on post-secondary sexual health outcomes.
Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework discussed informed and guided this study by aligning the
major theories of sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept to current research, providing
context to the purpose of this study. These foundational theories originate from the scientific
disciplines of education, psychology, and social anthropology. While the learning paradigms
outlined in this conceptual framework emphasize the importance of learning constructs, their
focus on individualized and holistic instruction is what provided a foundation for this study. An
understanding of TY with ASD perspectives of sexual health will help to advance the theories of
learning constructs and holistic instruction.
Theory of Characteristics of Adult Learners
Effective teaching requires an understanding of how people learn. The variables involved
in the construction of knowledge varies among both populations and individuals. Therefore, what
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is known about how individuals learn should inform programming and instruction (Cross, 1999).
Patricia Cross was among the first to investigate the characteristics of adult learning (CAL). In
her research, Cross identified multidimensional variables that influence a learner’s access and
engagement in the curriculum. Cross’ CAL model identifies two variables in the construction of
knowledge, personal and situational characteristics. Personal characteristics references an
individual’s age, life stages, and development. Situational characteristics refers to part-time/fulltime learning and voluntary verses compulsory learning (Frey & Alman, 2013). Further,
understanding how individuals’ access and engage in content has a direct influence on their
construction of knowledge (Cross, 1999). This is critical when implementing a sex education
program as the content and approach can shape the individual’s quality of life both personally
and socially (McDaniels & Fleming, 2018).
Cross emphasized the influence of an individual’s age, culture, experiences,
psychological status, and development level on the construction of knowledge (Cross, 1999).
Allowing learners to exercise personal choice and challenging them to advance their personal
development is central to Cross’ theory. Tuning into an individual’s unique characteristics of
learning is essential when instructing autistic individuals. Solomon et al., (2019) substantiated
Cross’ theory in a review of literature on the sexual health behavior of adults with ASD. The
collaborated findings from the review suggested that there is a need for providers to consider the
specific characteristics of ASD when developing and implementing sex education curricula
(Solomon et al., 2019). However, this can be a challenging task as each autistic individual is
unique, and the pathway to learning can present in multiple forms (Solomon et al., 2019).
Cross’ theory is founded on a multidimensional view of how individuals’ access and
construct knowledge. These ideas help to provide a foundation of how the perspectives of sexual
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health in autistic individuals is often informed by the specific access points of learning (Cross,
1999). A qualitative study examining adult learner satisfaction with online graduate programs
demonstrated the practical application of Cross’s theory. In their research, Frey and Alman
(2003) found learner motivation differed given the participant’s part-time or full-time status.
Results from this study illustrate the multidimensional variables that influence the construction
of knowledge.
Theory of Cognitive and Situated Learning
Once the access points of learning are identified, it is important to anchor new knowledge
through experience, socialization, and imitation (Brown et al., 1989; Cobb & Bowers, 1999). It
has been demonstrated that individuals with disabilities require generalization and authentic
experience to construct knowledge (George & Stokes, 2018; Sala et al., 2020). The theory of
cognitive and situated learning suggests the acquisition of knowledge cannot be separated from
the context in which the new knowledge will be applied (Brown et al., 1989). Extant literature
regarding the interventions of cognitive and situated learning support the alignment of
engagement with specific environments and processes of learning (Barab & Plucker, 2002; Cobb
& Bowers, 1999; Grenno, 1998; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Sandler, 2008).
In their seminal work, Cobb and Bowers (1999) focused primarily on the idea that
students learn through socialization and imitation. Further, their theory of situated cognition
suggests that this learning in the social setting is more efficient for problem-solving than learning
for information retention (Brown et al., 1989). In their work on the meta-cognitive aspects of
experiential learning, David and Alice Kolb (2009) prioritized a holistic approach to education
that includes both theory and real-life experience. Early theories of learning recognized the
alignment of instruction and concrete experiences.
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Early theorists highlighted the importance of community when learners interpret,
construct, and react to situations (Brown et al., 1989; Cobb & Bowers, 1999; Kolb & Kolb,
2009). A common theme among these theories is that engagement and participation in the social
setting is necessary for optimal learning. This is because the social setting contextualizes
situations and provides learners with opportunities to apply new knowledge, problem-solve, and
generalize content (Kolb & Kolb, 2009). Application of such theory is demonstrated in a
quantitative analysis of student encounters with authentic situations whether causation or
association (Hendricks, 2001). These observations provide many implications for research into
how the perspectives of autistic individuals realistically influence their sexual conceptions and
behaviors (Hendricks, 2001).
Theory of Self-Efficacy
Albert Bandura’s theory of self-efficacy provides a deeper understanding of human
behavior though the mechanisms that influence perceived efficacy. Such influences alter the
coping behavior of individuals and has “profound effects on the course of personal development”
(Bandura, 1978, p. 237). The central thesis of Bandura’s self-efficacy theory involves the
experiences that influence the perceived coping behavior of individuals. Several studies
demonstrate this theory through the examination of differences between self-efficacy and
performance outcomes (Hebert et al., 1998; Lane & Lane, 2001; Schmidt & DeShon, 2010).
This influential construct, however, is not an exclusive determinant of outcome behaviors
(Stajkovic & Luthans, 2002). The acquisition of self-efficacy involves multiple, reciprocally
operating factors. The dimensions of self-efficacy that influence behavior and performance
outcomes are represented by the magnitude of self-efficacy beliefs, the belief in one’s ability to
execute domain-related tasks, and the relative strength of self-efficacy (Stajkovic & Luthans,
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2002). Although self-efficacy may vary in generality, experiences have a direct effect on each
dimension. See Table 1 for the dimensions of self-efficacy.
Table 1
Self-Efficacy Dimensions
Magnitude
Strength
Generality
What level of task difficulty
How certain an individual is
Self-efficacy is generalized
and complexity (e.g., low,
about performing at the level of across similar activity domains.
moderate, high) an individual task difficulty and complexity They can vary on modalities on
believes they
indicated by magnitude of self- which ability is expressed
can accomplish. Levels of task efficacy. The higher the
(behavioral, cognitive),
difficulty and complexity
strength of self-efficacy, the
characteristics of the situations,
represent different degrees of greater the likelihood of
or people receiving the
challenge for successful task successful performance.
behavior.
performance.
Note. Adopted from Stajkovic and Luthans (2002).
The literature on ASD and self-efficacy suggests both factors are subjective; however,
critical for the “development and logistical tasks associated with emerging adulthood” (Shattuck
et al., 2014, p. 1). Therefore, given the multiple domains covered in each theory, the conceptual
framework of this study supports the complexities of the autistic mind and reliance on
individualized instruction and concrete experience (George & Stokes, 2018; Dewinter et al.,
2017). As such, the theories presented provide a promising application to the construction of
sexual health knowledge of young autistic adults, their access points of learning, generalization
of skills, and influence on transitional outcomes.
Related Literature
This section is organized as follows and divided into the following subsections. The first
subsection identifies key terms relevant to this study. The second subsection examines the
literature related to the sexual health of individuals with ASD including comparisons of
development between NT peers, social relationships, exclusion, and uncertainty. This subsection
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also explores current literature on the mental health and victimization of young adults with ASD.
The perspectives of those who live and work closely with young adults with ASD is discussed,
mainly caregivers, educators, and rehabilitation counselors.
A historical account of sex education for individuals with ASD is described. Then, a
review of the literature related to current sex education practices for individual with ASD, with
specific emphasis on access and participation, generalization of skills, application of knowledge,
individualized instruction, and holistic instruction. Finally, this section includes a review of
transitional post-secondary outcomes, laying the foundation for the study’s dependent variables,
sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept outcomes. This section concludes with a review of
the dimensions of sexual self-efficacy (sexual relationships, safer sex, sexual assault) and sexual
self-concept (sexual behavior, sexual communication).
Key Terms
Throughout this chapter, key terms will give clarity and context to the structure of this
research study. A review of the literature compiled definitions from multiple peer-reviewed
sources published between 1988-2021. The definitions that provide greater frame of reference to
this study were chosen. It is necessary to note as interests in ASD and sexuality heighten, current
research continues to expand on these definitions.
Autism Spectrum Disorder
The broad, generally accepted application of the term autism spectrum disorder refers to
the medical condition involving a “constellation of early-appearing social communication
deficits and repetitive sensory-motor behaviors associated with a strong genetic component”
(Lord et al., 2018, p. 508). The social definition of ASD is defined as characteristics of
difficulties in social communication, obsessive interests, and patterns of repetitive or restrictive
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behaviors (Nuske et a., 2019). Academically, ASD is defined by deficits in communication
(spoken, sustained, and stereotypical language), preoccupation of behaviors, repetitive behaviors,
delays in social interactions, and a range of cognitive and academic profiles (Foley-Nicpon et al.,
2012).
Historically, terminology such as autism, Asperger’s, and pervasive developmental
disorder not otherwise specified (PDDNOS) has been applied to categorize individuals on the
autism spectrum. More recently, the American Psychiatric Association categories persons with
ASD into three levels: those individuals who require support (level one), substantial support
(level two), and very substantial support (level three) (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).
As the standard reference for medical diagnosis of ASD, these levels are based on the severity of
deficits in social communication and restricted repetitive patterns of behavior (Rudy, 2021). For
the purposes of this study, the term ASD will be applied throughout.
Transitioning Youth
The United States Department of Labor (2021), a federal partner in youth transition
services, defines transitioning youth as adolescents with disabilities that are moving into
adulthood with a particular need of continuity of services. These services may include
postsecondary education planning, health care, financial benefits, and housing. Pathfinders for
Autism (2021) characterizes transitioning youth as persons aged 16 to 21 with a disability that
attributes to a physical or cognitive impairment and results in the need for services which are
individually planned and coordinated. Transitioning youth are supported through special
education services by federal funding under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act of
2004 (IDEA).
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Traditional transitions, as described by Coles (2006), focuses on three distinct transitions
to adulthood: school-to-work, family transition, and housing transition. However, this narrow
focus undermines the equally important role of family, lifestyle, and sexuality (Dewinter, 2017;
George & Stokes, 2018; Ross & Gray, 2005). The conventional constructs of transition,
therefore, must be expanded beyond the traditional domains of study and work to fully capture
the complex and multidimensional nature of adulthood (Liu & Nguyen, 2011).
Sexual Self-Efficacy
The term sexual self-efficacy has evolved over time given its multidimensional
construct. Early in its conception, the term was defined by an individual’s belief in his or her
ability to manage a sexual situation appropriately (Rostosky et al., 2008). The concept of selfefficacy has expanded as a constructed prospective that is goal-referenced and addresses
“context-specific, future-oriented judgements in relation to narrow-defined tasks” (Marsh et al.,
2019, p. 8). The definition of sexual self-efficacy and its constructs continue to evolve as
researchers in the field explore its multidimensions. Thus, the theoretical framework, as
presented by Bandura (1977), indicates the importance of self-efficacy and its influence on
sexuality and sexual health outcomes.
Sexual Self-Concept
Several authors have attempted to define sexual self-concept; however, its
multidimensional construct has led to an evolution of interpretations. Winter (1988) defined the
term as one’s judgement of sexual feelings and actions. Hensel et al. (2011, p. 675) recognized
sexual self-concept as the “development and consolidation of an understanding of one’s self as a
sexual person”. A general definition of sexual self-concept accepted by theorists and
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practitioners is an individual’s composite view of his or her sexual self (Dewinter et al., 2017;
George & Stokes, 2018; McDaniels & Fleming, 2018).
Sexual Health of Individuals with Autism
A review of the literature regarding sexuality and neurodiversity results in two main
themes related to the sexual health outcomes of TY with ASD. The first theme involves the
sexual development and common misconceptions regarding sexuality and the autism population.
An overview of the similarities and differences in the sexual and social development of TY with
ASD compared to their NT peers is presented. The common misconceptions regarding TY with
ASD feelings of exclusion and uncertainty are discussed, leading to the effects on the
population’s mental health outcomes. The concern of victimization among TY with ASD
supports the aim of this study’s investigation of sexual health outcomes. Finally, a review of the
different perspectives among populations that live, work, and interact with TY with ASD is
described.
The second theme discovered in a review of the literature suggests inadequate access and
participation in sex education programming. To provide a baseline for understanding, the current
practices in sex education are described. Then, access and participation within sex education is
discussed followed by a review of the literature regarding the generalization and application of
knowledge gained from such access and participation. Finally, a review of individualized and
holistic instruction demonstrates the need for the development of quality programming that
informs meaningful, results-oriented transitions to adulthood. These overarching themes, be they
political or educational, suggests contribution to poor sexual health outcomes among the
neurodiverse population (Hartmann et al., 2019; McDaniels & Fleming, 2018; Sinclair et al.,
2015).
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While the topic of sexuality and neurodiversity remains in its infancy, additional research
is needed to sort these multiple variables into systems to ensure deeper understanding of the
relationship between variables (Dewinter et al., 2017). This study helped to address this gap in
research by thoroughly examining the relationship between sexual self-efficacy and sexual selfconcept outcomes among TY with ASD. A review of recent literature on the sexual health of TY
with ASD provided a framework for this research.
Development
To present a systematic and comprehensive review of the development of ASD and
sexuality, four areas of development were identified: comparisons between individuals with ASD
and their NT peers, mental health, victimization, and the differing perspectives among those who
care for and educate TY with ASD. After an initial broad review of the literature regarding the
development and sexual health of individuals with ASD, these areas were identified as primary
themes as they encompass a variety of subject matter, providing breadth and relevance to the
discussion.
Comparisons among NT peers. Given the complexities of autism spectrum disorder and
the multidimensions of sexuality, research has not yet clearly defined how sexual health affects
the TY with autism population. Literature does, however, suggest differences in the sexual
development and preferences of individuals with ASD when compared to their NT peers
(Dewinter et al., 2017; Hartmann et al., 2019; Sinclair et al., 2015). In a research study
conducted by George and Stokes (2018), a discussion with individuals with ASD regarding
relationships and companionship revealed a significant number of individuals reported sexual
attraction to both genders (George & Stokes, 2018). More than half of the participants in the
study were in relationships.
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In their investigation of sexual orientation and neurodiversity, George and Stokes (2018)
reported significant instances of non-heterosexuality in individuals with disabilities than their NT
peers. However, research examining the sexual orientation of adults with ASD found similar
measures (5 to 10%) of same sex attraction among adults with ASD and their NT peers
(Dewinter et al., 2015; Fernandes er al., 2016). The findings from this study suggest that while
there are discrepancies in the sexual health of individuals with ASD and their NT peers, both
groups share the same desires, interests, and needs to learn about and engage in sexual activities
(Dewinter et al., 2017). These studies are limited by their sample size and generalizability. A
participant’s willingness to volunteer for a study may also produce biases as these individuals
may maintain more sexual experience. Additionally, some of the studies included participants
that self-reported a diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder.
While there are differences in the neurological stages of development when compared to
their NT peers, self-reports reveal a 5 to 10% difference in the level of sexual attraction and
experience with same-sex partners by young adults with ASD (Dewinter et al., 2017; Fernandes
et al., 2016). Other studies, however, report inconsistent findings of higher levels of nonheterosexual urges and experiences among individuals with ASD when compared to their NT
peers (Barnett & Maticka-Tyndale, 2015; Gilmour et al., 2012; Strunz et al., 2016). However,
these findings may be suggestive of social experiences, sensory preferences, stereotypical
interests, and decreased concern of social judgement (Dewinter et al., 2017). Additionally, these
findings support the theory of cognitive and situated learning in which the alignment of the
acquisition of knowledge and the context in which new knowledge will be applied cannot be
separated (Brown et al., 1989). Consideration of these factors is essential when examining the
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sexual health outcomes of individuals with ASD as deficits in these areas can result in an overall
impairment in social development (Travers & Tincani, 2010).
A review of literature suggests young adults with ASD, compared to their NT peers, often
express feelings of exclusion from society directly influencing relationships, employment, and
overall mental wellbeing (Wilson & Frawley, 2016). These feelings of exclusion often originate
from uncertainty. The uncertainly of expectations and behaviors is necessary for both intimate
and social relationships (Santinele, 2017). For example, individuals may express difficulty in
understanding how to differentiate between romantic and platonic relationships. This is of
critical importance as alignment of expectations and behaviors could result in barriers to positive
social and intimate relationships (McDaniels & Fleming, 2018), influencing overall mental
health (George & Stokes, 2018; Hartmann et al., 2019; Volkmar et al., 2017), and is essential to
Cross’ theory of personal development (Cross, 1999).
Mental health. Environmental and societal stressors are the pathways through which
individuals express mental health illnesses (Nakkeeran & Nakkeerran, 2018). Given individuals
with ASD often present challenges when interpreting and interacting within these domains, the
effects of mental health illnesses have the potential to play an embodying and constituent role in
the development of their sexual health (Nakkeeran & Nakkeerran, 2018). As such, a review of
the research on the prevalence of mental health as it relates to sexuality and neurodiversity will
demonstrate said effects. However, current research is restricted to the examination of mental
health as it pertains to sexual identity and orientation. Further assessment of the magnitude of
mental health across multiple, meaningful classifications will provide clarity of the relationship
between ASD and sexual mental health (Nakkeeran & Nakkeerran, 2018).
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Research suggests a higher prevalence of mental health concerns among nonheterosexual ND individuals (Fredriksen-Goldsen, et al., 2013; Leonard & Mann 2018). In a
study conducted by Leonard and Mann (2015), individuals with disabilities had an 52% (n =
3,853) increase of risk for developing mental health issues when compared to their NT, nonheterosexual counterparts (Leonard & Mann, 2018). Similar studies produced like findings of
increased mental health issues among non-heterosexual adults with disabilities. In a quantitative
study on the health disparities among adult with disabilities, Fredriksen-Goldsen et al. (2013)
found non-heterosexual women had an increased risk of disability (adjusted odds ratio = 1.47)
and poor mental health (adjusted odds ratio = 1.40) than that of their heterosexual counterparts.
In their analysis of mental health among older adults with disabilities, Wallace et al. (2011)
reported a rate of 1.45 (22.3%) times higher incidence of psychological distress in nonheterosexual men than for aging heterosexual men with similar demographics. The same study
found a 1.32 (31.3%) increased rate of psychological distress among non-heterosexual women
when compared to their heterosexual counterparts. The data presented in these studies suggest an
evaluation of current mental health interventions for non-heterosexual neurodivergent adults is
inadequate (Fredriksen-Goldsen et al., 2013; Wallace et al., 2011).
Research has shown the prevalence rate of anxiety and depression among individuals
with disabilities in the post-secondary setting is reported to range from 22% to 84% (Volkmar et
al., 2017). However, research suggests when controlling for variables such as minority
groupings, disability status, and age, mental health illness has a greater prevalence among
individuals with disabilities. In a quantitative analysis of mental health among autistic sexual and
gender minority groups, George and Stokes (2018) reported consisted findings of worsened
mental health (M = 16.17, SD + 6.48) compared to NT individuals (M = 8.00, SD + 6.48). The
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study also found as minority groupings narrow, mental health worsens (p < .01) compared to
heteronormative populations. This demonstrates as minority groups, specifically neurodiverse
and gender minority groups, become more restrictive overall mental health declines (George &
Stokes, 2018; Maroney & McGinley, 2020).
Even with these statistics, research is lacking in the investigation of the sexual mental
health of individuals diagnosed with ASD (George & Stokes, 2018). Further, literature specific
to the intervention of mental health and sexuality has not been directly applicable to TY with
ASD (Ballon & Freyer, 2017). While evidenced-based interventions such as applied behavior
analysis, social stories, and social behavior mapping have shown to support the emotional and
social aspects of sexual development, research fails to evaluate these interventions in the context
of sexuality education (Ballan & Freyer, 2017). Cross’ (1999) theory supports the conception
that the quality of life both personally and socially is affected by the psychological status of an
individual, therefore, it must also inform instructional practices and programming.
Unfortunately, without further research and intervention, researchers hypothesize these mental
health concerns will increase as association to minority groups become more restrictive (George
& Stokes, 2018).
Victimization. The increased risk of abuse is of great concern in the neurodiverse
community. While research in the field is minimal, there exists a greater concern of sexual
victimization. Young adults with ASD are six times more likely to experience sexual
victimization when compared to their NT peers (Hartmann et al., 2019). Research has shown that
adolescents with intellectual disabilities are four times more likely to be a victim of sexual abuse
than that of their NT peers (McDaniels & Fleming, 2018). The United States Department of
Justice documented a substantial level (68% to 83%) of sexual abuse toward women with
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intellectual disabilities (Treacy et al., 2017). Another study indicated that 79% of individuals
with ASD were involved in at least one sexual victimization case (Hartmann et al., 2019).
Research has also shown a significantly substantial risk of sex victimization of women with
intellectual disabilities (Treacy et al., 2017).
Compared to NT peers, young adults with ASD experience a greater breadth of
victimization including physical, psychological, emotional, and sexual abuse (McDaniels &
Fleming, 2018). In their investigation on victimization and perpetration experiences of autistic
adults, Weiss and Fardella (2018) reported young autistic adults were 2.7 times more likely to
experience sexual victimization then their NT peers. The researchers categorized sexual
victimization by sexual assault, rape, and harassment. Of each category, findings demonstrated
substantially higher composite scores for young autistic adults than their NT peers (sexual
assault, p = 0.49, rape p = 0.07, sexual harassment p = 0.40) (Weiss & Fardella, 2018). While
the short and long-term effect of sexual victimization is unknown, research suggested a direct
correlation to the internalizing and externalizing behaviors of young autistic adults (Weiss &
Fardella, 2018).
Though a great deal of research demonstrates the concern for victimization of the ASD
population, there is limited understanding of the interventions required to decrease vulnerability
and impact (Weiss & Fardella, 2018). The increase of victimization may originate from a
misconception of sexuality and the neurodiverse population. This theory provides justification of
adequate sexuality education for TY with ASD as the social deficits associated with ASD may
render them prone to victimization (Travers & Tincani, 2010). These findings suggest more
research is needed in sexual abuse and victimization prevention of ND individuals.
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Families do not often perceive the sexual needs and desires of ND individuals as a human
right (Kahonde et al., 2018). Caregivers tend to focus on care duties, protection from societal
norms, and anxiety whereas young adults yearn for respect, dignity, support, and acceptance
from society. Families caring for young autistic adults, particularly mothers of young women,
often express concerns of victimization. Research suggests communication about sexuality can
facilitate healthy discussions and produce favorable outcomes for autistic individuals (Hartmann
et al., 2019).
Kahonde et al. (2018) suggested what young ND adults truly desire is their right to sexual
autonomy. The universal right to understanding relationships, parenthood, and appropriate
sexuality is supported in the literature (Travers & Tincani, 2010). This idea is foundational as it
aligns with Cross’ theory of allowing individuals to have personal choice and challenging them
to advance their personal development. Positive self-concept potentially contributes to an
enhanced ability to generalize sexual knowledge into self-confident action (Rostosky et al.,
2008). However, to achieve this, ND individuals must be afforded the right to appropriate and
timely sexual health information to fully understand and protect themselves (Treacy et al., 2017).
Differing perspectives. An individual’s level of self-awareness is not always apparent
even to those closest to the individual. A review of the literature identifies three key perspectives
that influence the sexual development of ND individuals: caregivers, educators, and community
rehabilitation counselors. The literature has shown these mediators are influential in the
construction of sexual health knowledge (McDaniels & Fleming, 2018; Pownall et al., 2011; Teti
et al., 2019; Wilson & Frawley, 2016) and mediation of behaviors (Wilkinson et al., 2014) thus
suggesting the essential role these individuals have in the sexual health outcomes of ND adults
(Hartmann et al., 2019; Kahonde et al., 2018; McDaniels & Fleming, 2018).
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Caregivers. A recent study found that parents of young autistic adults often
underestimate the amount of sexual knowledge, interest, and experience possessed by their child
(Hartmann et al., 2019). Sexual behaviors were reported as typical by young autistic adults in
comparison to parent reports of problematic behaviors (Hartmann et al., 2019). Interviews with
families suggested that this view may originate from the overwhelming responsibilities of caring
for ND individuals (Kahonde et al., 2018). Families reported they must often prioritize the safety
of their children over their access to sexual rights (Kahonde et al., 2018). Parents of ND
adolescents have reported concerns regarding sexual vulnerability (Pownall et al., 2011).
However, research suggests the protective stance of caregivers reinforces an infantilized identify
of young ND adults, further restricting their sexual identity and development (Wilkinson et al.,
2014).
A study on the perceptions of sexuality and relationship experience for autistic youth
concluded with comparative themes of sexuality in the categories of companionship, interest,
experience, and access to sexual health information (Teti et al., 2019). In the study, caregivers
reported more concerns pertaining to future-oriented outcomes and overestimated their
understanding of youth interest and sexual experience (Teti et al., 2019). Autistic youth, in
comparison, focused more on relationships and information sources. The literature on the
perspectives of sexuality and neurodiversity among caregivers may be limited as there remains a
dilemma in the amount of sexuality disclosure a caregiver gives a ND adolescent (Pownall et al.,
2011; Wilson & Frawley, 2016).
Educators and counselors. While sexuality is part of rehabilitation counseling, most
transition and rehabilitation counselors fail to offer counseling on the subject (McDaniels &
Fleming, 2018). Significant literature suggests the reason for this is based on a misguided
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perception that sexuality is outside a counselors’ purview (McDaniels & Fleming, 2018).
Additionally, there is a general assumption that sex education should originate from the child’s
primary learning environment, the home. However, although parents are essential members of
the transition planning team, the topic of sexuality is rarely addressed (McDaniels & Fleming,
2018).
Wilson and Frawley (2016) posited that rehabilitation counselors are often reluctant to
address sexual health concerns. Their study found a considerable number of counselors felt
underprepared to provide useful information, and thus rely on their own subjective opinions and
values to guide conversations surrounding sexual health. Rehabilitation counselors further
reported confusion in accountability of providing such information as sexuality pertains to both
education and social support. This study demonstrated that rehabilitation staff require additional
skills and knowledge to support the sexual development of young ND adults in transition
(Wilson & Frawley, 2016).
Autism specialists have expressed the need to include a provision of a sex education
program that considers the specific needs of the autism population (Solomon et al., 2019). As
Solomon et al. (2019) proclaimed, sex is more than just intercourse. It represents physical
maturation, body image, romantic partnerships, and social relationships (Solomon et al., 2019).
Treacy et al. (2017) agreed that human experience is incomplete without sexuality; however, it is
often ignored in the neurodiverse community. If not addressed, it could create bias such as
failure to be influenced by societal views and stereotypes on gender, identify, and orientation
(Dewinter et al., 2017). Further, normal human experiences such as menstruation and sexual
attraction can present valuable opportunities to redirect understanding and buffer mental health
risks (Ballan & Freyer, 2017). Indeed, a lack of formal and quality sex education can result in
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young autistic adults constructing inaccurate and inadequate information. These outcomes could
also result in difficulty navigating the subtleties of relationships and sexuality (Hartmann et al.,
2019).
Sex Education
Based on the theoretical views and empirical evidence pertaining to sexuality and ASD,
there is a need for greater understanding of sexual health in the ASD population, particularly
when applied to the development and implementation of sex education curriculum. Given the
complexities of autism spectrum disorder, research has not yet clearly defined how sexual health
effects the autism population (Dewinter et al., 2017). However, experts in the field agree the lack
of attention given to this need may result in an increase of anxiety, depression, and social
withdraw among the neurodiverse population (George & Stokes, 2018).
A review of the historical and current practices of sex education provides relevance to its
relationship to sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept outcomes. Further, a review of the
literature regarding TY with ASD and their access and participation in sexuality instruction
exposes the exigency when generalizing and applying sexuality knowledge in the authentic
environment. Research maintains the necessity of individualized instruction when accessing
points of learning, supported by the theory of characteristics for adult learners (Cross, 1999;
Dewinter et al., 2017; McDaniels & Fleming, 2018; Travers & Tincani, 2010). Holistic
instruction then provides a framework for healthy sexuality-related outcomes (Agha & ElDaou,
2018).
Historical. Historically, there exists a lack of quality sexual health education for ND
individuals. Early accounts adopted an abstinence-based sex education, while others focused
only on hygiene (Treacy et al., 2017). However, recent studies have asserted that there is a lack
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of appropriate and timely information provided to both ND individuals and their caregivers
(Treacy et al., 2017). It was not until 2006 when the United Nations Convention on the Rights of
Child recognized that all children with and without disabilities have a right to privacy, respect,
and protection from exploitation and abuse (Treacy et al., 2017).
The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act of 2004 (IDEA) further declared that
students with disabilities possess the same rights as their NT peers (Treacy et al., 2017). Sexual
health has since been aligned with a student’s independent living, social skills, and selfdetermination goals. Once students exit from secondary school, they are entitled to rights and
responsibilities under the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA). This disability rights
act prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability and is relevant to accommodations and the
equitable opportunity of medical services. Even with the mandate of IDEA and ADA, multiple
barriers still exist to providing youth with disabilities appropriate and adequate sex education
programming (Treacy et al., 2017).
Current practice. Sex education is a critical component of sexual development
(Sweeney et al., 2015). Access to adequate materials and individualized instruction is necessary
for young adults navigating this dyadic process (McDaniel & Fleming, 2018). However, a review
of the literature suggests the high levels of mental, emotional, physical, and sexual abuse among
ND individuals suggests current practices fail to support the neurodiverse community (Center for
Disease Control and Prevention, 2015; Swango-Wilson, 2010). Despite the social justice
legislation of ADA, IDEA, and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, progress in the assurance of civil
and educational rights has failed in the area of sexual health education (Tracey et al.,2017).
Current sex education programming varies among states and districts. While much
research has informed the development of sex education curricula, there is a great deal of
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autonomy when adopting and implementing programming (Center for Parent Information
Resources, 2021). This is especially true for students with disabilities (Hartmann et al., 2019;
McDaniels & Fleming, 2018). The National Sexuality Education Standards seeks to address
these inconsistencies by providing the essential minimum, core content that is developmentally
and age-appropriate (National Sexuality Education Standards, 2018). Topics and key indicators
of the curricula include anatomy and physiology, puberty and adolescent development, identity,
pregnancy and reproduction, sexually transmitted diseases and HIV, healthy relationships, and
personal safety. While these standards and topics provide evidence-based rationale, current
practices suggest educators feel insufficiently prepared to implement and assess the retention of
sexual knowledge among individuals with disabilities (Wolfe et al., 2019). Further, assessment
of the retention of knowledge relies on generalization as the social setting contextualizes
situations and allows learners opportunities to apply new knowledge and problem-solve (Brown
et al., 1989; Cobb & Bowers, 1999). As a result, educators, particularly those who work with
individuals with moderate to severe disabilities, focus rather on good hygiene and the prevention
of unplanned pregnancy (Travers & Tincani, 2010).
Effective methods for modifying sex education for ND individuals is limited in the
effectiveness of programming, particularly in the generalization of knowledge and skills
(Schaafsma et al., 2014). Limitations in cognitive functioning and adaptive behavior create
additional challenges in conceptualizing social and practical applications of sexual health
knowledge (Schalock et al., 2012). While research suggests an increase in positive attitudes
towards the sexuality of ND individuals, current sex education programming is usually taught
reactively in response to unwanted behaviors rather than proactively to protect their vulnerability
and support their sexual well-being (Schaafsma et al., 2014). Thus, the nature of disability and
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ineffective methods for modifying current sex education curricula fail to meet the needs of the
neurodiverse population (Tracey et al., 2017).
A recent study on the effectiveness of sex education curriculum found individuals with
intellectual disabilities are at greater risk for sexual abuse and sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) compared to that of their NT peers (McDaniel & Fleming, 2018). This is based on the
minimal exposure to quality, individualized programming specific to the sexual education of ND
individuals (McDaniel & Fleming, 2018). Sex education curriculum for ND individuals is
inconsiderable as the rate of abuse is significantly higher for ND individuals than that of their NT
peers (McDaniel & Fleming, 2018). Research suggested sexual abuse among young autistic
adults can be substantially reduced if examined for its utility in preventing victimization (Weiss
& Fardella, 2018). Considering, for example, autistic persons may require alternative methods to
give sexual consent. Moreover, an inability to provide consent may position an individual in a
potentially abusive situation (Travers & Tincani, 2010). While no longitudinal research has
demonstrated the relationship between sexuality education and victimization among TY with
ASD, emerging evidence suggests sex education programming may reduce the experiences of
victimization (Weiss & Fardella, 2018).
Current programming is typically geared toward heterosexual relationships and safe sex
practices (McDaniel & Fleming, 2018). Though impactful, these methods fail to address the
behavioral and communicational challenges when preventing sexual abuse (Travers & Tincani,
2010). Though sex education is the ideal setting to provide ND individuals with necessary social
skills, current practice is limited in reducing victimization and achieving enhanced self-efficacy
while optimizing post-secondary outcomes. Inadequate programming, such as described herein,
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can lead to exclusion from relationships and meaningful socialization (McDaniel & Fleming,
2018).
A review of the literature also included the current practices of those who work and care
for young autistic adults in the educational setting. An evaluation of current socio-sexual
curriculum suggests the content covered is medically accurate, includes reference aids, and
demonstrates appropriate representation of culturally diverse populations (Wolfe et al., 2019).
However, the study found the instructional staff were inadequately trained on how to implement
the curriculum and accurately assess student retention of information (Wolfe et al., 2019).
Further, current practices among staff were found to focus primarily on reactive responses rather
than providing ongoing, proactive information and supports (Wilson & Frawley, 2016). This
approach fails to apply Cross’ (1999) conception of allowing learners to exercise personal choice
while also challenging them to advance their personal development.
When addressing inappropriate sexual behaviors in the adult service setting, many
community resource providers react by attempting to curb or stop unwanted behaviors
(McDaniels & Fleming, 2018). This reaction can lead to increasing negative behaviors since the
desire and interest for sex is a human instinct (McDaniels & Fleming, 2018). Teachers also
experience limited access to the sexual health resources and education required to support a
healthy transition to adulthood. Teachers lack the knowledge and access to sexual health
information and, therefore, maintain decreased confidence and anxiety when it comes to
providing instruction of the content (Treacy et al., 2017). The lack of school and home
partnership further limits the understanding of individual student needs and interests (Treacy et
al., 2017). The gap in provision services and supports for transitioning youth is largely
representative of the inadequate collaboration and coordination between school, community
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resources, and the home (Hill, 2009). Unfortunately, gaps exist not only in collaboration,
resources, and supports, but also in the availability and distribution of sex health information
(Treacy et al., 2017).
Access and Participation. A review of the literature regarding current access and
participation in sex education programming for students with disabilities produced three major
themes: social misperceptions that individuals lack sexuality (Gurol et al., 2014; Healy et al.,
2009; Lafferty et al., 2012; Pownall et al., 2012), limited training and support for educators
(Alexander & Gomez, 2017; Bahner, 2018; Lafferty et al., 2012; Lofgren-Martenson et al., 2019;
Hartmann et al., 2019; Nelson & Odberg Pettersson, 2019), and programming that is not
developmentally appropriate (Hartmann et al., 2019; Michielsen & Brockschmidt, 2021; Sinclair
et al., 2015). While research identifies these barriers to access and participation, there remains
limited understanding of general approaches to the inclusion of adolescents and young adults in
sex education programming. This is largely due to the multiple competing factors of cultural and
religious diversity (Lafferty et al., 2012; Michielsen & Brockschmidt, 2021), the lack of policy
development (Alexander & Gomez, 2017), and general misconceptions related to neurodiversity
and sexuality (Hartmann et al., 2019).
Multiple studies have documented the social misperceptions that influence students with
disabilities access and participation in sex education. In a 2014 qualitative study, Gurol et al.
reported mothers of daughters with intellectual disabilities (n = 9) presumed their children did
not possess sexual desires, thus did not place importance on sex education. A similar study
compared mothers of adolescents with and without an intellectual disability (ID) and their
attitudes towards sex education. The study reported higher rates of cautious attitudes of parents
of children with disabilities in response to their children’s ability to learn about sexuality: (ID
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group M = 2.82, SD = 0.69; NT group M = 3.35, SD = 0.41) (Pownall et al., 2012). These views
are not restricted to parents. Teachers have also reported reluctance to acknowledge the sexual
needs and desires of their students with disabilities (Healy et al., 2009) and, therefore, focus
instead on protection and vulnerability concerns (Lafferty et al., 2012; Pownall et al., 2012).
Disability advocates warns that social misperceptions, as demonstrated herein, creates a culture
of disablement wherein access and participation of sex education is restricted by noncommitment to the well-being of individuals with disabilities (Alexander & Gomez, 2017).
The limited training (Alexander & Gomez, 2017; Lafferty et al., 2012; Hartmann et al.,
2019) and support (Lafferty et al., 2012; Nelson & Odberg Pettersson, 2019) for teachers is
suggested as a barrier to the access and participation of sex education for students with
disabilities. A study on teacher perceptions of students benefiting from sex education found 60%
of teachers believed NT students and students with mild disabilities would benefit from sex
education (Barnard-Bark et al., 2014). However, only 25% of teachers of students with moderate
to profound disabilities believed students would benefit from participation in sex education. For
those teachers who value the sexuality of their students with disabilities, they are often reported
to implement their own frames of reference when providing sexuality instruction (LofgrenMartenson et al., 2019). In turn, this approach leads to an alignment with society’s restrictive
views and values of the sexuality of ND individuals (Nelson & Odberg Pettersson, 2019). Bahner
(2018) demonstrated this in her study examining the views of received sexuality education
among young adults with physical disabilities. In her qualitative study examining sex education
programming for young adults with mobility impairments, Bahner (2018) found all the
participants interviewed (n = 6, 1 = female, 5 = males) believed the sexuality education they
received was based on the perspective that is dominantly heteronormative. As part of the
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researcher’s discussion, it was suggested that teachers should include non-heteronormative
examples when presenting new material. However, consideration of developmental age is
essential when including such examples (Bahner, 2018).
The barrier to sexual knowledge also derives from a lack of non-developmentally
appropriate content (Michielsen & Brockschmidt, 2021; Sinclair et al., 2015). A recent study
involving caretakers of young autistic adults reported the topic of sexuality tends to only focus
on personal space, privacy, and hygiene (Hartmann et al., 2019). While research maintains
sexuality education facilitates good hygiene and prevents unplanned pregnancy (Travers &
Tincani, 2010), there remain gaps in providing developmentally appropriate content that is
adequate for all neurodivergent types. Attempts to address this gap have failed to consider the
specific needs and barriers for autistic students (Hartmann et al., 2019). The lack of adequate,
developmentally appropriate material (Michielsen & Brockschmidt, 2021; Sinclair et al., 2015)
and limited understanding of the sexual needs and desires of young ND adults (Alexander &
Gomez, 2017; Lafferty et al., 2012) results in a linear perspective that young ND adults are
incapable of managing their own sexuality. As a result, autistic individuals may receive less
formal and informal sex education than their NT peers.
Predictors of access to sex education for students with disabilities is largely dependent on
a student’s neurodivergent status. A national longitude transition study in predicted access to sex
education within public schools produced similar results for student with mild ID when
compared to their NT peers (44.1% and 47.5%, respectively) (Barnard-Bark et al., 2014).
However, when compared to their NT peers, students with moderate to profound ID received less
access to sex education (16.18%). Consequently, ND adolescents rely on sexuality information
from peers and family. This is demonstrated in a cross-sectional study utilizing 140 ND
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adolescents in which 30.7% received sexuality information from friends, 22.1% from mothers,
6.4% from fathers, and 17.1% from teachers (Taiwo, 2012). The unavailability of
developmentally appropriate content can also lead many young autistic adults to learn about
sexuality from television and social media rather than any formal programming (Hartmann et al.,
2019; Tawio, 2012).
Finally, McDaniels and Fleming (2018) reported current programming focuses on the
acquisition of knowledge about sexuality and fails to consider generalization and challenges
when making informed choices. The lack of sex education programming is a result of reluctance
and confusion. It is thought these views originated from the misconception that ND individuals
are incapable of generalizing sexual knowledge, creating challenges when making appropriate
decisions regarding sex and reproduction (Alexander & Gomez, 2017; McDaniels & Fleming,
2018). This idea fails to incorporate the foundational understanding that how individuals’ access
and engage in content has a direct influence on their construction of knowledge (Cross, 1999).
This understanding is critical when implementing a sex education program as access and
participation in sex education programming can affect generalization of knowledge and shape an
individual’s quality of life both personally and socially (Hartmann et al, 2019; McDaniels &
Fleming, 2018). Finally, this aligns with the theory of cognitive and situated learning as the
generalization of knowledge requires both theory and real-life experiences (Kolb & Kolb, 2009).
Generalization and application of knowledge. A recent study on neurodiversity and
sexuality found most ND adolescents present minimal knowledge about sexuality and even fewer
opportunities to learn or explore their own sexuality (McDaniels & Fleming, 2018). As a result,
ND individuals are often unaware of social taboos, boundaries, and non-verbal behaviors
(McDaniels & Fleming, 2018). In a review of literature, researchers observed that current
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practices create barrier to sexual health through the reinforcement of misconceptions regarding
the sexuality of ND individuals (Sinclair et al., 201). These misconceptions include an inability
to be sexually active, an understanding of the complexities of sexuality, and access to sex
education (Sinclair et al., 2015) These barriers, if not addressed can create challenges when
individuals are faced with decision-making regarding sexuality (Sinclair et al., 2015).
Sala et al. (2020) reported current practices fail to address the social-emotional aspects of
intimacy and social relationships. An evaluation of current socio-sexual curricula suggested a
lack of practicality, feasibility, and generalizability (Wolfe et al., 2019). However, to achieve
optimal sexual health, individuals must acquire and demonstrate appropriate decision-making
and practices (Sexuality Information and Education Council of the United States, 2009). The
theory of situated cognition supports the conception that the acquisition of knowledge cannot be
separated from the context in which the new knowledge will be applied. Additionally, the theory
supports the social setting in which information retention and problem solving are most efficient
(Brown et al., 1989).
Given sexuality can be personal, it is difficult to generalize information from current sex
education curricula based on its vague and indirect content (McDaniels & Fleming, 2018). For
example, current programs focus on reviewing available birth control options, however, fail to
provide clarity on how to use them. This is evidenced by multiple research studies that
demonstrate an inadequate knowledge of the proper use of condoms (Dharma et al., 2019;
Rosenthal et al., 2012; Sanchez-Mendoza er al., 2020) and that taking an oral contraceptive
would lower the risk of contracting an STI (Sexually Transmitted Infection) (McGillivray, 1999).
This approach, therefore, lacks credibility, completeness, and meaningful generalizations. While
research supports the need to modify curriculum, attempts made to adapt current sex education
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curricula have failed to address the specific needs of autistic individuals (McDaniels & Fleming,
2018). This is mostly given the vague, indirect, and technical approach to information sharing.
These barriers make it challenging for the ASD population to conceptualize and apply the
content to authentic experiences (McDaniels & Fleming, 2018).
Individualized instruction. Research demonstrates that given the various facets of
sexuality education, young autistic adults require modification when constructing sexuality
knowledge (Travers & Tincani, 2010). Thus, the individualized access points of learning should
inform the individualized instruction of TY with ASD (Cross, 1999). Dewinter et al. (2017)
suggested that assessing current needs and experiences of autistic individuals is the first step in
designing an individualized sex education program. This may entail an evaluation of baseline
sexuality knowledge and experience as well as current barriers to constructing and generalizing
knowledge (Dewinter et al., 2017).
McDaniels and Fleming (2018) acknowledged that although the research demonstrates
major challenges in sex education programming for autistic individuals, there is a need to
identify the specific needs of the ASD population when developing a sex education curriculum.
Additionally, while research suggests the ASD population presents similar interests and desires
as their NT peers, they often face challenges when accessing adequate programming (McDaniels
& Fleming, 2018). These challenges may include access to direct instruction that includes nonabstract descriptions and visual clues, decreased teacher knowledge in instructing sexual health,
lack of parental collaboration, and minimal funding for specifically designed instruction (Tracey
et al., 2017). Therefore, an investigation of the needs, interests, and sexual preferences of autistic
individuals can assist in the development of quality programming, teacher training, and
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encouragement of parental partnership thus providing a meaningful and results-oriented
transition to adulthood (McDaniels & Fleming, 2018).
Holistic instruction. Holistic instruction involves an educational model of experiential
and self-guided learning. The multidimensional educational environment is transforming rapidly
with advanced pedagogies and an abundance of innovated resources, further supporting the
experiential and self-guided learning (Koul & Nayar, 2020). However, marginalized populations,
such as TY with ASD, continue to experience inequality when fueled by low expectations
(Patterson & Gray, 2019). To provide meaningful instruction and context for TY with ASD,
holistic instruction should empower autistic persons to make appropriate, and necessary choices
about their sexuality (Travers & Tincani, 2010). A recent qualitative, cross-national comparative
case study further suggested emphasis should be given to the holistic wellbeing of special
education students, as there is a direct correlation to enhanced social skills (Agha & ElDaou,
2018).
Holistic sexuality instruction examines the varying facets of sexuality. Considering the
increased attention given to gender identity, Dewinter et al. (2017) maintained that attention be
given to gender identity and sexual diversity in the ASD population. Research suggests
consideration of these factors should inform the development of a sex education curricula
(Dewinter et al., 2017). George and Stokes (2018) highlighted the additional stresses related to
membership of multiple minority groups; therefore, sex education programs should address
gender-related challenges. Consideration must also be given to diverse needs including culture
and experience of young adults (Treacy et al., 2017).
Sex education programs should address the vulnerability, anxiety, and ambiguity of
concepts for the autism population (Hartmann et al., 2019). In a recent study, caregivers
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requested programming that focuses on victimization, misinformation about healthy sexuality,
personal space, communication for consent, and appropriate sexual behaviors (Hartmann et al.,
2019). When considering the realistic fears families face caring for a ND individual, there needs
to be a balance of rights and the reality of life circumstances (Kahonde et al., 2018). This should
ensure that both the need of the caregiver and individual is being addressed while the desire of
the individual is not compromised (Kahonde et al., 2018). Research supports this need for
balance as there are two sets of human rights that need to be considered, the individual and the
caregiver (Kahonde et al., 2018).
Kahonde et al. (2018) observed that families expressed a desire to view their role as
protector as a need rather than a right. Therefore, when circumstances of risky behavior present,
it is the caregiver’s responsibility to balance the individual’s sexuality needs. Parental education
has also positively influenced an individual’s sexual knowledge and behaviors. Bengesai et al.
(2018) suggested there is emerging evidence of a lesser risk of STDs and pregnancy when
parents are educated on sexuality and neurodiversity. Effective programming would include
active discussions between all parties including students, school staff, and families (Hartmann et
al., 2019). Teti et al. (2019) also suggested sexual health can be supported through safe dialogues
between caregiver and youth as well as increased access to resources for both youth on the
spectrum and their caregivers.
Holistic instruction involves student-teacher relationship building and emotional
reflection (Korthagen, 2004). Teacher professional development is linked to the quality
improvement of these competencies and overall holistic wellbeing of autistic individuals (Agha
& Eldaou, 2018). A review of the literature demonstrates holistic instruction is correlated with
teacher competency, noting a positive sense of self-worth, love and respect for all persons, and
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an unrelenting desire for truth and knowledge (Korthagen, 2004). These findings imply teacher
competencies for holistic instruction focus on transpersonal and positive psychology. Additional
research suggests holistic instruction relies on teacher displays of professionalism and
appreciable legal ethics when planning, teaching, and assessing student knowledge (Treacy et al.,
2017). Foundationally, these teacher competencies provide a structure for the holistic instruction
of TY with ASD, providing a pathway for their transition to post-secondary.
Transitional Outcomes in the Post-Secondary Setting
Conceptualizing the transition to adulthood is evidently different than in previous
generations (Ladhani et al., 2019). The transition to adulthood is a major life event for a young
adult, and the negative implications often originate from a poor understanding of sexual health
(Bengesai et al., 2018). What is often failed to consider is adulthood is biological, psychological,
social, and sexual. Whilst researchers recognize the influence of sexual education and social
environments when preparing young adults for these aspects of adulthood (Wilson & Frawley,
2016), opportunities for sexuality expression remain restricted and controlled (Wilkinson et al.,
2015).
Given the physical, emotional, and social components of sexuality, the sexual health of
an individual directly effects on one’s behaviors and self-concept (McDaniels & Fleming, 2018).
The World Health Organization (WHO) emphasized human sexuality as an integral component
of self-concept (McDaniels & Fleming, 2018). This is because sexuality encompasses
knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors. Sexuality is a basic human and social need that influences
people physically, mentally, and emotionally. Volkmar et al. (2017) acknowledged that the
transition to adulthood is an especially vulnerable time during a young adult’s life as the risk of
anxiety and depression given societal expectations is increased. However, there exists minimal
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empirical evidence on the need for relationship-oriented sex education for young adults on the
spectrum as they transition to adulthood (Solomon et al., 2019).
Although once not considered a component of transition, it is now more apparent that an
appropriate sex education program allows for a smoother transition to adulthood (McDaniels &
Fleming, 2018). McDaniels and Fleming (2018) asserted that appropriate sexual relationships are
a critical component of transition and community inclusiveness. Further, effective sex education
programming can lead to positive civic engagement and employment (McDaniels & Fleming,
2018). However, given the individual approach to transition planning, additional barriers can
present when implementing a sex education program depending on the individual’s cognitive
level, function, and post-secondary goals (Volkmar et al., 2017).
Preparation for adulthood influences how an individual makes sense of and interacts with
their environment. Emerging adulthood can be categorized as continuous identity negotiations
through experiences interpreted by personal, social, and relational identities (Wilkinson et al.,
2015). Further, research in autism and post-secondary transition suggest the stigma of the
disability creates barriers including intrapersonal and interpersonal conflicts which transition to
intimacy and social relationships (Santinele, 2017). A greater understanding of perceived
judgements and composite views of the sexual self will help to inform the development of sex
education curricula for TY with ASD and bring forth transformative progress toward
neurodiversity inclusion.
Sexual Self-Efficacy
While over four decades has passed since Bandura (1977) presented the concept of selfefficacy, its influence on educational research provides diverse applications of the theory.
Consequently, the construct of self-efficacy, as part of Bandura’s social cognitive theory, has
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been applied to multiple studies on sexuality and sexual health (Gerke et al., 2016; Rosenthal et
al., 2012; Rostosky et al., 2008; Snell, 1998; Sanchez-Mendoza et al., 2021; Snell, 1998;
Travers & Tincani, 2010). Bandura et al. (1999) acknowledged the role self-efficacy has
interpersonally and socially, specifically related to sexual coercive pressures, situational
restraints, social acceptance, and rejection. As such, these circumstances may influence an
individual’s informed judgement (Bandura et al., 1999).
Recalling the definition of sexual self-efficacy above, Rostosky et al. (2008) described
sexual self-efficacy as an individual’s belief in their ability to manage a sexual situation
appropriately. Judgements regarding sexuality embodies the sexual knowledge, values, attitudes,
and behaviors of individuals (Travers & Tincani, 2010). Cognitive learning theory supports the
relationship between knowledge and behavior outcomes (Cobb & Brown, 1999). While the
theory of cognitive learning theory is broad and comprehensive, it embodies self-regulatory
mechanisms that allow for learning and modification of behavior. Moreover, knowledge
acquisition is dependent on the contributions of the environment in which an individual operates
(Stajkovic & Lutans, 1998).
Equal in measure, an individual’s perception of their sexual being mediates the
relationship between sexual risk and sexual self-efficacy (Rostosky et al., 2008). Research on
sexual self-efficacy primarily focuses on sexual risk-taking. Only one study measured sexual
self-efficacy and sexual self-concept. Rostosky et al. (2008) utilized a combination of methods,
multiple quantitative scales, and controlled for variables to contribute to the sexual self-efficacy
and sexual self-concept body of knowledge. However, while the research contributed to the
understanding of sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept among NT high school adolescents,
it failed to explore the variable’s influence on the ASD population. Limited literature examining
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these phenomena in relation to neurodiversity inhibits the understanding of the relationship
between the variables and their effect on TY with ASD (Wilson & Farwley, 2016).
While sexual self-efficacy is multidimensional, the ability to manage sexual situations is
critical to the psychological well-being and sexual health of TY with ASD (Rostosky et al.,
2008). This supports Bandura’s theory of self-efficacy as experiences influence the perceived
coping behavior of individuals (Bandura, 1978). Additionally, the dimensions of self-efficacy
(magnitude, strength, and generality) have a direct influence on perceived outcomes (Stajkovic &
Luthans, 2002). Though research has identified relationships, health, safety, risks, and equality as
essential constructs of sexual self-efficacy, no quantitative instrument has been administered to
collect data on their effect on the sexual health outcomes among TY with ASD (Milhausen et al.,
2013). Therefore, an examination of the observed variables (sexual relationships, safe sex, and
sexual assault) must be conducted to thoroughly explore the multidimensional constructs of
sexual self-efficacy.
Sexual relationships. A review of the literature on sexual relationships among TY with
ASD produced limited findings. While successful sexual relationships among ND individuals
have been largely ignored, existing literature derives from a psychological perspective (Schulz,
2009; Tepper, 2000). Related literature focuses primarily on sexual abuse (McDaniels &
Fleming, 2018; Travers & Tincani, 2010; Weiss & Fardella, 2018), sexual relations (Balfe &
Tantam, 2010; Hartmann et al., 2019; Strunz et al., 2017), and the management of social
relationships (Hartmann et al., 2019; Sinclair et al., 2015; Travers & Tincani, 2010.
In their study on sexuality and autism, Hartmann et al. (2019) discovered up to 59% of
young autistic adults have experienced sexual relations. Other studies found between 17% (Balfe
& Tantam, 2010) and 73% (Strunz et al., 2017) of adults on the spectrum were involved in a
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romantic relationship. In a study on relationship satisfaction among autistic adults with Asperger
syndrome and high-functioning autism, participants on the spectrum reported increased levels of
relationship satisfaction (M = 119, SD = 10.6) than that of their non-autistic partners (M = 100,
SD = 23.7), t (96) = -3.519, p = 0.00 (Strunz et al., 2016). Of those participants in the study who
self-reported as single, 50% stated they did not know how a romantic relationship worked or how
to behave in such a relationship (Strunz et al., 2016).
A review of literature suggests an inherent nature for procreation, with multiple studies
reported NT peers and autistic individuals possess the same desire to marry and have children
(Aunos & Feldman, 2002; Travers & Tincani, 2010). A 2017 study demonstrated that 73% of
individuals with a cognitive impairment live with a significant other (Dewinter et al., 2017).
Although these studies provide promising outcomes of young autistic adults, research has shown
that autistic individuals struggle to manage challenges relating to expression of sexuality
(McDaniels & Fleming, 2018; Wilson & Frawley, 2016). This is demonstrated in a study that
revealed autistic individuals experience romantic feelings; however, sometimes struggle to
express their feeling appropriately (Dewinter et al., 2017).
Appropriate social relationships require an individual to be able to share similar interests,
express emotions, and handle rejection (McDaniels & Fleming, 2018). While sex education
programming is the primary method from which NT peers conceptualize and manage their own
sexuality, studies demonstrated that NT peers learn through causal social experiences (Hartmann
et al., 2019; Sinclair et al., 2015; Travers & Tincani, 2010). These experiences generally occur
within the community, education, and home settings. Given the nature of the disability, TY with
ASD are often challenged to effectively interpret unstructured social situations, despite the
setting in which they occur (Travers & Tincani, 2010). Thus, the construction of knowledge is
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developed by accessing information through public domain and experimentation (Wilson &
Frawley, 2016). An individual’s ability to immerse in community living, participate in social
interactions, and understand social norms requires a foundational understanding of sexuality and
relationships (McDaniels & Fleming, 2018). An inability to participate in these social norms can,
therefore, directly affect an individual’s self-efficacy and self-concept as the self is partially
defined by the social context (Santinele, 2017; Snell, 2003).
Safe sex. Extant literature regarding safe sex and neurodiversity has been limited to
prevention of sexually transmitted infections and unwanted pregnancies (Healy et al., 2009;
Leutar, 2007; Murphy & Elias, 2006; Servais, 2006; van Schrojenstein Lantman-de Valk et al.,
2011). Most studies have tended to focus on the use and confusion of contraceptives. A
quantitative study on the use of contraception by women with intellectual disabilities found
nearly half of participants (48%, n = 112) utilized some form of contraceptive (van Schrojenstein
Lantman-de Valk et al., 2011). Additionally, the researchers found that there were no significant
differences noted with regard to age and level of ID among participants (p > 0.05). However, the
study’s findings recommend further development and implementation of adequate health
information on contraceptive use for women with ID (van Schrojenstein Lantman-de Valk et al.,
2011). These recommendations align with those of Leutar (2007) as a low level of knowledge in
the area of protection from STI and unwanted pregnancy was lacking among a sample of 24
persons with ID. In fact, only 33% of participants demonstrated a complete knowledge in the
protection against STIs (Leutar, 2007).
In a qualitative study on sexuality and personal relationships for people with ID, Healy et
al. (2009) found that participants under the age of 18-years-old with ID demonstrated a
rudimentary knowledge of safe sex practices. These findings are comparable to the quantitative
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studies of van Schrojenstein Lantman-de Valk et al. (2011) and Leutar (2007) that suggested the
need for greater provision of sex education programming as well as the promotion of sexual
autonomy for ND individuals (Healy et al., 2009). Despite these recommendations and the
growing body of literature valuing the sexual development of ND individuals (Medina-Rico et
al., 2017), current literature remains unclear on how to implement adequate programming for
autistic individuals (George & Stokes, 2018; McDaniels & Fleming, 2018). Moreover, there has
been little discussion on how sex education programming influences the sexual self-efficacy of
TY with ASD (George & Stokes, 2018; Hartmann et al., 2019).
Sexual abuse. In the literature, there are considerable studies and discussions regarding
the sexual assault of ND individuals. Several studies, for example, have investigated the sexual
vulnerability factors of ND adolescents and young adults (Akrami and Davudi, 2014; Calitz,
2011; Conod et al., 2008; Ensow et al., 2015; Isler et al., 2009; O’Callaghan & Murphy, 2007;
Wang et al., 2007). While majority of the studies indicate a relationship between neurodiversity
and risk of abuse (Calitz, 2011; Conod et al., 2008; Enow et al., 2015; Isler et al., 2009;
O’Callaghan & Murphy, 2007; Wang et al., 2007), others suggest experiences of sexual abuse
are comparable to NT peers (Akrami and Davudi, 2014). A review of these studies identifies
these inconsistencies.
In a study on behavioral and sexual problems among ND adolescent boys, Akrami and
Davudi (2014) found that 7.69% of adolescent boys with intellectual disability (n =130, p =
0.513) experienced sexual abuse. Isler et al. (2009) demonstrated higher rates of sexual abuse
toward adolescent boys with ID as 52% (n = 38) reported being touched without their
permission. Earlier research indicated the prevalence rate of sexual abuse among female and
males were also notably higher for males (61% males, 25 % females) (McCarthy & Thompson,
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1997). In a later study, Briggs’ (2006) mixed method findings suggested equal prevalence of
sexual abuse as the rate among females (n = 61) and males (n = 55); however, 22% of males and
only 8% of females knew what to do if they were forced to engage in sexual misbehavior.
The literature also suggests in comparison to the general population, young ND adults
have a decreased ability to interpret abusive behaviors (Conod et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2007)
and, therefore, are more likely to become victims of sexual abuse (Enow et al., 2015). Research
findings have consistently demonstrated the higher rates of abuse among ND individuals when
compared to their NT peers (Euser et al., 2015; O’Callaghan & Murphy, 2007; Reiter et al.,
2007). A quantitative study on the frequency of abuse among students with ID found 44% of
students with a disability reported experiences of sexual abuse compared to 16% of NT peers
(Reiter et al., 2007). These results are consistent with Weiss and Fardella (2018) who reported
that young autistic adults were 2.7 times more likely to experience sexual victimization then their
NT peers.
A quantitative study assessing 60 adults with ID in sexual relationships found half of the
participants knew the correct age of sexual consent (O’Callaghan & Murphy, 2007).
Additionally, less than half (n = 29) of the adults believed there were laws against rape, sexual
abuse, and sexual assault. Only 16 of the 60 ND adults were aware these laws applied to adults
with disabilities (O’Callaghan & Murphy, 2007). More recent evidence suggested that the rates
of abuse towards ND individuals are higher among people that are responsible for their care and
education (Marinello, 2014). A study on the prevalence of child sexual abuse in out-of-home
care settings found that 9.8% of children with an ID were three times more likely to experience
sexual abuse compared to their NT peers (Euser et al., 2015). These assumptions are wellfounded given their lifelong dependence on caregivers and comparatively vulnerable position,
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suggesting an increased risk of sexual abuse (Calitz, 2011). Without intervention, the effects of
sexual abuse on ND individuals can lead to maladaptive behaviors (Murphy et al., 2007;
O’Callaghan et al., 2003; Roswell et al., 2013) and social withdrawal (Mansell et al., 1998,
Murphy et al., 2007; Sequeira et al., 2003).
Sexual Self-Concept
Sexual self-concept is often equated with sexual self-efficacy, as both concepts have a
role in self-related perceptions (Snell, 2003). However, self-efficacy is viewed as pre-cursor to
self-concept development. The perceived judgments of self-efficacy help form an individual’s
self-concept by organizing and structuring an understanding of sexuality (Hensel et al., 2011).
Literature examining the multidimensional structures of sexual self-concept involves individuals
examining themselves across different dimensions (O’Sullivan et al., 2006; Rostosky et al.,
2008; Snell, 1998; Tolman et al., 2003). These dimensions are connected to specific experiences,
behaviors, and emotions that over time reinforce and expand one’s sexual repertoire (Hensel et
al., 2011). While most of these dimensions occur during adolescents, they have a great influence
on one’s development of sexual self-concept (Butler et al., 2006; Hensel et al., 2011). The theory
of cognitive and situated learning supports the conception that an individual’s sexual selfconcept evolves through socialization and imitation across different environments (Brown et al.,
1989; Cobb & Bowers, 1999).
Sexual self-concept has received moderate attention in the fields of education and
psychology (Rostosky et al., 2008; Snell, 2003; Winter, 1988). Snell (2003), a leading researcher
in sexual self-concept, acknowledged the relational and interpersonal features of the multifaceted
aspects of sexual self-concept. In recent years, there has been considerable interest in the
examination of sexual self-concept and its multiple constructs. Recent studies have illustrated the
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multidimensional nature of sexual self-concept (O’Sullivan et al., 2006; Rostosky et al., 2008;
Tolman et al., 2003).
The multidimensionality of sexual self-concept can be distinguished by its association
with human sexuality. Hensel et al. (2011), for example, analyzed the developmental association
between sexual self-concept and sexual behavior by examining the dimensions of sexual
openness, sexual esteem, and sexual anxiety. The Multidimensional Sexual Self-Concept
questionnaire, a leading instrument in the assessment of sexual self-concept, measures 20
psychological aspects of sexuality (sexual anxiety, sexual self-efficacy, sexual consciousness,
avoidance of risky sex, change/luck sexual control, sexual assertiveness, sexual optimism, sexual
problem self-blame, sexual monitoring, sexual motivation, sexual problem management, sexual
esteem, sexual satisfaction, power-other sexual control, sexual self-schemata, fear of sex, sexual
problem prevention, sexual depression, and internal sexual control) (Snell et al., 1998).
There is considerable qualitative research on sexual self-concept (Rashidian & Hussain,
2015; Wagner & Rehfuss, 2008). However, most research is narrow when defining dimensions
of the construct of sexual self-concept (Breakwell & Milward, 1997). Quantitative research of
the dimensions of sexual self-concept present similarities, particular among women with and
without disabilities. For example, the sexual-related constructs of sexual self-concept, sexual
orientation, and gender identity. In a study on sexual orientation and sexual self-schema among
ND women, researchers reported correlations among variables of sexual orientation and sexual
self-schema utilizing a regression analysis to test a model of sexual self-schema (r = -.197)
(Sweeney et al., 2015). These findings suggest consideration of the developmental aspects of
sexuality for ND women.
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Another study examining the role of sexual exploration and positive sexual self-concepts
among 346 adult women between 18 and 30 years found a correlation between sexual orientation
and sexual self-schema (d = .76, p < .001) (Parent et al., 2015). While these studies support the
association between sexual self-concept, sexual orientation, and sexual identity, researchers
recommend future research should examine additional sexual self-concept variables, particularly
those that influence well-being and psychosocial outcomes (Parent et al., 2015; Sweeney et al.,
2015). Given the associated behavior and communication challenges among TY with ASD and
for the purposes of this study, this study examined two facets of sexual self-concept: sexual
behavior and sexual communication (Cheak-Zamora et al., 2015).
Sexual behavior. Although there exists a vast amount of literature on general behavioral
outcomes among TY with ASD, few studies have examined behavioral outcomes in relation to
sexual self-concept. Early studies examining the relationship between sexual self-concept and
sexual behavior focus on the influence drawn from family, peers, social media, and sex
education (Lindberg et al., 2000; Steele & Brown, 1995). However, more recent literature
suggests young ND adults often demonstrate unique sexual behaviors uncommon to these
influences (Wilson et al., 2011). These behaviors are generally restricted in sexual expression
and often fail to resemble common dating rituals. Further, these behaviors are not inherent of a
healthy sexuality that fosters meaningful human relationships and lack opportunity to develop
sexual self-esteem and sexual self-concept (Wilson et al., 2011).
Akrami and Davudi (2014) found that boys with intellectual disability have a higher rate
of behavioral concerns such as masturbation in public (26.5%, p < 0.001) and severe sexuality
toward opposite sex (44.61%, p = 0.001) compared to their NT peers. The patterns of behaviors,
as reported by Akrami and Davudi (2014), suggest the sexual and somatic changes that develop
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during the adolescence period and can further intensify if failed to address. While the limitations
of the study, including the incapacity for participants to self-report and the possibility of
misleading responses from mothers questions the study’s validity, it does demonstrate the value
sexual self-efficacy has on behavioral outcomes.
Fernandes et al. (2016) quantitative study on the inappropriate sexual behaviors of 76
autistic males with varying degrees of symptom severity and IQ produced similar findings to that
of Akrami and Davudi (2014). The study found the most commonly reported inappropriate
sexual behavior was public masturbation (21%), indecent exposure (7%), and inappropriate
heterosexual behavior (6%). The researchers did note there was no relationship found between
inappropriate sexual behaviors (p = .452) and intellectual ability. An ability to discern
appropriate sexual behaviors aligns with the theory of self-efficacy and its conviction that selfconcept is a pre-requisite for behavioral outcomes (Bandura, 1997). Finally, research suggests
sexual behavior is correlated with sexual communication, thus, a deficit in the ability to
communicate appropriately directly effects sexual behaviors among autistic individuals (Stokes
& Kaur, 2005).
Sexual communication. Considerable research has been conducted regarding the barriers
of communication among young autistic adults (Douglas & Gerde, 2019; Hannel & Hourigan,
2020; Koegal & Ashbaugh, 2017). Although this research supports the argument for specialized
instruction, it fails to describe the variable’s association with sexual self-concept. Further, sexual
communication and autism has been largely neglected in the literature because it was previously
assumed that ND individuals lack the same sexual interests and needs than that of their NT peers
(Balfe & Tantam, 2010; Fernandes et al., 2014; Stokes et al., 2007). Most of the current literature
on sexual communication and neurodiversity is concerned with the prevalence of sexual abuse
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among ND individuals (Akbas et al., 2009; Balogh et al., 2001) and with parent and adolescent
communication about sexuality (Bryers et al., 2013; Pownall et al., 2012; Shtarkshal et al, 2007).
There is little research that supports the communication challenges involved in establishing and
maintaining healthy sexual relationships for ND individuals (Sellwood et al., 2017) and how
those barriers influence sexual self-concept (Butler et al., 2006; Hensel et al., 2011; Snell, 1998).
Sexual communication refers to the social skill that mediates an individual’s preferences
or needs between partners (Ferrer-Urbina et al., 2019). Effective sexual communication skills
have been shown to predict condom use and safe sex practices (Kelly & Kalichman, 1995),
decrease risk of sexual risk-taking (Brown et al., 2018), and decrease risk of sexual abuse (Akbas
et al., 2009; Balogh et al., 2001). In a sample of 122 children with (n = 41) and without (n = 81)
intellectual disabilities who were sexually abused, Akbas et al. (2009) found 50% of participants
with ID were at greater risk for more serious abuse (e.g., rape) by close relatives when compared
to their NT peers (15%). The researchers suggest this is likely a result of the difficulty in
communicating perceived threats of abuse. Balogh et al. (2001) produced similar findings in a
quantitative study examining young ND adults admitted to a psychiatric inpatient. Of the 43
young adults admitted, sexual victimization occurred in 21 cases and 50% of victims had been
the victims of sexual abuse by someone close to them. The researchers’ findings suggest given
the vulnerable position and communication deficits associated with ID, young adults with ID
face communication barriers to disclose information (Balogh et al., 2001).
Sexual communication between emerging adults and parents can be challenging,
regardless of whether a young adult is neurodivergent. A quantitative study comparing the
attitudes and behaviors of mothers of young people with (n = 30) and without disabilities (n =
30) found mothers of young people with disabilities were more likely to initiate sexual
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conversations with their children (p = .007) (Pownall et al., 2012). However, the sexual topics
were often limited and less detailed than that of their NT peers. In their research on family
sexuality communication for youth with ASD, Holmes et al. (2019) found parents of youth with
less than 70 IQ discussed fewer topics than that of youth with average IQ (n = 144, p <0.001).
These findings are comparable to that of studies that examined neurodiversity and parent
communication on sexuality (Bryers et al., 2013; Shtarkshal et al., 2007). While these studies
suggest parents are essential when perpetuating taboos related to neurodiversity and sexuality,
they often have difficulty discussing sexuality in general with their ND children (Bryers et al.,
2013; Shtarkshal et al., 2007). Therefore, it is important for families to boost overall
communication efforts to heighten the effectiveness of communication about sexuality
(Hartmann et al., 2019).
Difficulties with sexual communication is challenging and complex both socially and
intimately as autistic individuals may not always follow the typical development of social
communication (Fernandes et al., 2016) and as a result, often have difficulty understanding
neuro-typical behaviors and expressing communication (Anderson et al., 2017; Pownall et al.,
2012). The imbalance between physical and communication development can create confusion
and lead to feelings of isolation, anxiety, and depression (Fernandes et al., 2016). Further, social
communication deficits associated with autism can render young adults’ challenges, when
acquiring relationships and intimacy from the authentic environment (Travers & Tincani, 2010).
These challenges include negotiating boundaries, understanding subtle rules of social interaction,
emphasizing with others, and managing sexual feelings and desires (Collins et al., 2009;
Fernandes et al., 2016). Additionally, individuals with complex communication needs can selfimpose barriers that impede social interactions such as engaging in conversations, participating
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in new activities, and feeling vulnerable in social settings (Dattilo et al., 2008). Consequently,
these challenges implicates both personal and social identifies, thus influencing an individual’s
development of sexual self-concept (Butler et al., 2006; Hensel et al., 2011; Snell, 2003).
Summary
Few studies have examined sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept among ND
individuals. Even fewer have examined the additional challenges these phenomena produce for
TY with ASD. Although considered a critical area of life, the sexual health of ND individuals
has been mostly neglected in transition planning (Volkmar et al., 2017). The theories of adult
learning, cognitive and situated learning, and self-efficacy provide a foundation for the relevance
and significance of the required individualized instructional design necessary for transition
planning.
An analysis of the research arguments reveals discrepancies in the different perspectives
of autistic individuals and those who interact with them. The unique characteristics of autism
create additional barriers in understanding the challenges autistic individuals encounter when
learning about and engaging in sexual behaviors. While empirical research suggests autistic
individuals possess the same interests and desires for sexuality as that of their NT peers, they are
not afforded the appropriate access and modification of programming to support their individual
needs. However, these arguments are not straightforward as the research is limited by the number
of research participants. Further, the research lacks consistency between studies, making it
difficult to suggest generalizability.
Despite the concerns expressed, there have been few attempts to investigate the
relationship between the sexual health outcomes among TY with ASD. This is partly a result of
research focused primarily on ND individuals in general, failing to address the specific and
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unique needs of the autism population. Due to the limitations and contradictory findings of
existing literature, research in this topic is needed to examine the relationship between sexual
self-efficacy and sexual self-concept outcomes among TY with ASD. Further, there is a gap
identified in the understanding of sexual health outcomes in TY with autism, and how that
limited understanding effects transition planning and quality of life. This study helped fill those
gaps of understanding by investigating the relationship between the constructs of sexual selfefficacy and sexual self-concepts of TY with ASD.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODS
Overview
This study examined the differences among young adults with level one and two autism
spectrum disorder’s post-secondary sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept outcomes. The
contents of this chapter provide a description of the research design, research question,
hypothesis, participants, and setting. The instruments employed to collect data are presented and
the procedures for implementation are discussed. The chapter concludes with an analysis of data
facilitated with a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) to compare the mean scores of
sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept outcomes among TY with ASD. The purpose of this
chapter is to present an understanding of how the research was conducted to allow for
subsequent replication.
Design
A quantitative, causal-comparative design was applied to investigate the differences
among young adults with level one and two autism spectrum disorder’s post-secondary sexual
self-efficacy (sexual relationships, safe sex, sexual assault) and sexual self-concept outcomes
(sexual behavior and sexual communication). Non-experimental designs, such as causalcomparative, are classified by the phenomena studied as it exists. When conducting a causalcomparative design, the causes or effects of the specific phenomenon and variables being
investigated must be considered. Gall et al. (2007) stated that causal-comparative designs
examine the causal relationships between these variables and their relationship between two
organized groups. The researcher considered a correlational design; however, given the two
groups and multiple variables included in the study, the causal-comparative design was found
most appropriate (Gay et al., 2002). While correlational and causal-comparative designs
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comprise similarities, it is important to recognize causal-comparative designs implement at least
one categorical variable and compares two or more groups (Salkind, 2010).
Causal-comparative research is designed to include an independent variable and two or
more groups that are comparable yet differ on a critical variable (Martella et al., 2013). For this
study, the independent variable is TY with level one ASD, defined as individuals who require
support, and level two ASD, defined as individuals who require substantial support (American
Psychiatric Association, 2013). The formation of comparison groups is an essential factor of
causal-comparative research. Drawing two groups from the same population is beneficial when
investigating possible patterns of behaviors in which the critical variable is present or absent.
This design was chosen for this study as it is the most practical way to form groups to measure
the difference between multiple independent variables, producing more clear and coherent
statistical results (Gall et al., 2007). Similar to the design of this study, Kurtek (2020) formed
groupings of transition-aged students when examining the relationship between isolation and
coping strategies based on preexisting conditions among participants.
To define the groupings that possess the characteristics that were investigated, the
researcher selected comparison groups based on presumed cause. Further, these groupings
occurred naturally and without manipulation (Gall et al., 2007). This design is reminiscent of a
study that compared the differences of transition-aged adults based on pre-existing participant
characteristics (Carlo & Dwyer, 2018). This supports the application of this design as it enabled
the researcher to compare differences among naturally occurring groups with variance of score
distribution on one or more variables (Gall et al., 2007).
The first dependent variable, as measured by the Multidimensional Scale of Sexual SelfConcept, is sexual self-concept. Given the ambiguous definitions of sexual self-concept, this
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research applied the following definition: “the development and consolidation of an
understanding of one’s self as a sexual person” (Hensel et al., 2011, p. 675). To measure the
multiple dependent variables of sexual self-concept outcomes, the observed variables were
grouped into vectors. This grouping of dependent variables, sexual behavior and sexual
communication, allowed the researcher to conceptualize the data by their interrelated
characteristics (Gall et al., 2007).
The second dependent variable, sexual self-efficacy, consists of the dimensions of the
Sexual Health Practices Scale (safer sex, sexual relationships, and sexual assault). Sexual selfefficacy is an individual’s “context-specific, future-oriented judgements in relation to narrowdefined tasks” (Marsh et al., 2019, p. 8). Sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept outcomes
were examined by their relationship between the observed independent variables of TY with
level one and two ASD. While this causal-comparative research design is comparable to
experimental research, it did not determine any cause-and-effect relationships, rather, its purpose
was to examine differences between independent and dependent variables (Creswell, 2015).
Research Question
RQ: Are there differences in post-secondary sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept
outcomes among young adults with level one and two autism spectrum disorder?
Hypothesis
H0: There are no statistically significant differences in post-secondary sexual selfefficacy and sexual self-concept outcomes among young adults with level one and two autism
spectrum disorder as measured by the Sexual Health Practices Self-Efficacy Scale and the
Multidimensional Scale of Sexual Self-Concept.
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Participants and Setting
This section will present with a description of the population’s demographics designated
for this study. A description of the participants with a representation of characteristics of the
targeted population will be discussed. Next, the sampling technique, sample size, and sampling
demographics will be discussed. Then, a description of the groupings of the sample based on the
level of the independent variable as well as grouping demographics will provide context to the
groupings for this study. Finally, this section will conclude with a description of the setting in
which the research occurred.
Population
The population for this study was defined based on the population of interest,
specifically, TY with ASD. This population was accessible, such that all participants were
included in the sample. The target population, or universe, allowed the researcher to infer
generalizations, within a small margin of error, of the larger population based on the sample
(Gall et al., 2007). A description of the population to which results were generalized is detailed
herein.
The secondary setting is the standard agency in which sexual self-efficacy and sexual
self-concept is cultivated; therefore, the emerging adult population was designated as the sample.
The country from which the sample was drawn was the United States. While longitudinal studies
track the prevalence of ASD in TY, there lacks national datasets on the prevalence of ASD into
adulthood as variations exist in the reporting of ASD prevalence amongst the population (U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services, 2017). However, the 2017 National Autism
Indicators Report estimate approximately 450,000 persons aged 16 to 24 with ASD living in the
United States (Roux et al., 2017). These estimates derive from the CDC’s ADDM Network and
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the U.S. Census. Findings from the National Longitudinal Transition Study document less than
19% of young autistic adults aged 20-25 live independently (NLTS, 2012). Approximately
63.9% received Supplemental Security Income benefits, 36% participate in post-secondary
education or training, and 58% are employed (Johnson et al., 2020).
Participants
A convenience sampling procedure allowed the researcher to sample a population that is
homogeneous with respect to neurodiversity and was accessible to the researcher (Gall et al.,
2007). Given the reduced constraints in the sampling frame of the targeted population, the results
of the study provided more generalizability (Jager et al., 2017). The classical approach to sample
collection of TY is to recruit participants who have exited secondary school. The convenience
sampling from which the sample were accessed was compose of TY between the ages of 18 and
27 years old with level one and two ASD who were no longer enrolled in secondary school.
To be eligible for the study, participants must be between the ages of 18 and 27; however,
sexual experience was not an eligibility requirement. To define the levels of the independent
variable, participants self-reported their level of ASD according to the American Psychiatric
Association’s categories of ASD (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Given educational
researchers may be dissimilar from the participants studied, consideration of dissimilarity
minimized the effect on vulnerable populations, such as those drawn for this study (Gall et al.,
2007).
Sample Size
The participants for this quantitative, causal-comparative study were drawn from a
homogeneous convenience sampling of TY with ASD. While heterogeneous convenience
samples are conventional, research argues homogeneous convenience samples provide clearer
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generalizability when understanding population effects and subpopulation differences (Jager et
al., 2017). To obtain a manageable sample size, the researcher obtained a representation of the
population based on a population of interest, TY with ASD. This approach ensured the sampling
selection was derived from a defined population that accurately represents the TY with ASD
population (Wilson & Morgan, 2007).
To ensure population validity, a convenience sampling was drawn from the target
population. Further, validity of the population can be quantified, given the parameter for the
population (Gall et al., 2007). When drawing from a convenience sample, a test of statistical
significance can determine the probability of the differences among samples of populations.
However, Martella et al. (2013) asserted the appropriate test of statistical significance, however,
is essential when interpreting the findings of causal-comparative research.
To appropriately represent the characteristics of the targeted population, a larger sample
size was utilized (Wilson & Morgan, 2007). A larger sample size will increase statistical power,
assuming the level of significance, directionality, and effect size are constant (Gall et al., 2007).
Additionally, a larger sample size will reduce the potential for Type I errors by lowering the
level of statistical significance (Biau et al., 2008). For this study, 164 participants were sampled
which assumes a medium effect size. According to Gall et al., (2007) 166 participants is the
required minimum for a medium effect size with a statistical power of .7 and an α of .05.
Sampling Demographics
While nearly any measuring instrument may be administered in causal-comparative
research, demographic information, however, is essential in data collection, especially when the
research plans to utilize a control method of matching (Sailkind, 2010). For the purpose of this
research study, demographic information included participant’s age grouping, gender identity,
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race or ethnicity, graduation completion (diploma, certificate, or dropout), marital status,
employment status, post-secondary education/training status, and if state-funding for
employment and/or community services was received. To define the levels of the independent
variable, participants self-reported their level of ASD according to the American Psychiatric
Association’s categories of ASD (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). It is important to
note that the demographic information was self-reported, therefore, margins of error may be
present when computing statistical data creating limitations to the study.
The demographic information from which the sample was accessed is reported herein. No
criteria related to gender, race, or socioeconomic status was required for this research study;
however, self-reporting demographics was included in the research findings. The homogenous
convenience sampling consisted of 164 participants (N = 164) of which 30.5% (n = 50) were
males, 46.3% (n = 76) females, 12.9% (n = 21) non-binary, and 10.3% (n = 17) of participants
preferred not to provide an answer. Participants were racially and ethnically diverse with 40.2%
(n = 66) White, 33.5% (n = 55) Black or African American, 2.4% (n = 4) Latino or Hispanic, 3%
(n = 5) Asian, 2.4% (n = 4) Native American, 0.6% (n = 1) Native Hawaiian or other Pacific
Islander, 3% (n = 5) with two or more races, and 14.6% (n = 24) preferred not to provide an
answer. 50% (n = 82) of participants endorsed level one ASD and 50% (n = 82) of participants
endorsed level two ASD. With transition ages ranging from 18 and 27, 62.8% (n = 103) had
graduated secondary school with a diploma, 9.1% (n = 15) had exited secondary school with a
certificate, 0.6% (n = 1) had exited with a status of dropout, and 27.4% (n = 45) preferred not to
provide an answer. Of the sampling, 70.1% ( n =115) were single, 8.5% (n = 14) married, 0.6%
(n = 1) divorced, 1.8% (n = 3) separated, and 18.9% (n = 31) preferred not to provide an answer.
Participants endorsed a post-secondary status in which 57.9% (n = 95) were competitively
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employed, 3.7% (n = 6) enrolled in college, 4.9% (n = 8) enrolled in a trade program, and/or
1.8% (n = 3) received state-funded community and employment services. 34.1% (n = 56) of
participants did not indicate a post-secondary status.
Groups
This ex post facto research design relied on the observation of relationships between
“naturally occurring variations in the presumed independent and dependent variables” (Gall et
al., 2007, p. 306). Therefore, to identify a relationship between variables, groupings were formed
based on the level of the independent variable, level one and two ASD. The causal-comparative
design allowed the researcher to include several independent and dependent variables when
organizing groupings (Gall et al., 2007). The naturally occurring variations of ASD levels
suggest an extreme-grouping technique. Two extremes of a score distribution along the
independent variable will “likely reveal differences on the other variable of interest”, in this case,
sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept outcomes (Gall et al., 2007, p. 212). Additionally,
extreme grouping is practical in this design on the account that it is less labor intensive in data
collection; however, there are limitations to understanding the mid-range of the sample (Gall et
al., 2007). While inferences regarding causality based on the collection of data may be tentative,
caution was exercised when concluding the results, as causal-comparative designs can only
suggest evidence of a relationship (Gall et al., 2007).
Grouping Demographics
The grouping demographic information for each group on the independent variable is
reported herein. The first grouping, level one ASD, consisted of 82 participants (N = 82) of
which 31.71% (n = 26) were males, 47.56% (n = 39) females, 14.63% (n = 12) non-binary, and
6.10% (n = 5) of participants preferred not to provide an answer. Participants were racially and
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ethnically diverse with 46.34% (n = 38) White, 26.83% (n = 22) Black or African American,
3.66% (n = 3) Latino or Hispanic, 2.44% (n = 2) Asian, 1.22% (n = 1) Native American, 1.22%
(n = 1) Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander, 4.88% (n = 4) with two or more races, and
13.41% (n = 11) preferred not to provide an answer. With transition ages ranging from 18 and
27, 60.98% (n = 50) had graduated secondary school with a diploma, 8.54% (n = 7) had exited
secondary school with a certificate, and 30.49% (n = 25) preferred not to provide an answer. Of
the sampling, 68.29% (n = 56) were single, 7.32% (n = 6) married, and 24.39% (n = 20)
preferred not to provide an answer. Participants endorsed a post-secondary status in which
57.65% (n = 49) were competitively employed, 4.71% (n = 4) enrolled in college, 4.71% (n = 4)
enrolled in a trade program, and/or 1.18% (n = 1) received state-funded community and
employment services. 31.76% (n = 27) of participants did not indicate a post-secondary status.
The second grouping, level two ASD, consisted of 82 participants (N = 82) of which
29.27% (n = 24) were males, 45.12% (n = 37) females, 10.98% (n = 9) non-binary, and 14.63%
(n = 12) of participants preferred not to provide an answer. Participants were racially and
ethnically diverse with 34.15% (n = 28) White, 40.24% (n = 33) Black or African American,
1.22% (n = 1) Latino or Hispanic, 3.66% (n = 3) Asian, 3.66% (n = 3) Native American, 1.22%
(n = 1) with two or more races, and 15.85% (n = 13) preferred not to provide an answer. 64.63%
(n = 53) had graduated secondary school with a diploma, 9.76% (n = 8) had exited secondary
school with a certificate, 1.22% (n = 1) had exited with a status of dropout, and 24.39% (n = 20)
preferred not to provide an answer. Of the sampling, 71.95% (n = 59) were single, 9.76% (n = 8)
married, 1.22% (n = 1) divorced, 3.66% (n = 3) separated, and 13.41% (n = 11) preferred not to
provide an answer. Participants endorsed a post-secondary status in which 55.42% (n = 46) were
competitively employed, 2.41% (n = 2) enrolled in college, 4.82% (n = 4) enrolled in a trade
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program, and/or 2.41% (n = 2) received state-funded community and employment services.
34.94% (n = 29) of participants did not indicate a post-secondary status.
Setting
The setting determines how the targeted population makes sense of their world and
experiences (Merriam, 2009). As such, organizations that educate, employ, and support autistic
adults were accessed during the recruitment process. These organizations included colleges,
trade programs, therapeutic centers, participants’ work environments, and community resource
provider sites. Additionally, the researcher utilized a wider platform, Facebook, to recruit
participants through online surveying. Given instruments were employed in the online
environment, no testing location was indicated. The online panel in which the instruments were
distributed did not solicit participants, but instead employed an open recruitment where
participants could volunteer to be a part of the research study.
Instrumentation
This section will open with a description of the two instruments administered in this
study. The first, the Multidimensional Scale of Sexual Self-Concept (MSSSC) was employed to
examine the first dependent variable, sexual self-concept outcomes among TY with ASD. A
description of the development of the instrument provides support for adoption of the instrument.
Then, the validity, reliability, and scoring procedures for the instrument will be discussed. The
second instrument, The Sexual Health Practices Self-Efficacy Scale (SHPSES) will be
introduced as the measurement for the second dependent variable, sexual self-efficacy. An
overview of the instrument including its reliability, validity, and scoring procedures will be
discussed. Finally, research supporting the administration of both instruments provides evidence
for its employment in this research study.
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Multidimensional Scale of Sexual Self-Concept
The Multidimensional Scale of Sexual Self-Concept (MSSSC) was designed to assess the
sexual self-concept of young people and adults (See Appendix F). The purpose of this instrument
was to measure risky sexual behaviors among young adults based on the behavioral and
psychological factors associated with such risk factors. The instrument was developed utilizing a
cross-sectional design that evaluated the most researched dimensions of sexual self-concept to
promote the development of interventions for at-risk populations (Ferrer-Urbina et al., 2019).
Given the recent development of the instrument, no quantitative study, outside its
development, has employed the measurement. However, developers of the MSSSC concluded
that based on the reliability and validity of the scale, it can be administered in research on
psychological elements involved in sexual behavior (Ferrer-Urbina et al., 2019). Given the
complexity of autism, this instrument provided greater explicitly of results as it assessed the
holistic sexual characteristics of self-concept, influencing greater sexual well-being (Martin &
Woodgate, 2017) and quality of life (Arrington et al., 2004). While the ASD population is
homogeneous in diagnosis, each adult acts under their own accord and, therefore, is not
considered to be part of a special population. As such, this instrument was valid for this study’s
intended population as its participants were capable of making their own decisions.
Internal structure of the scale is robust with discrete variables and assesses the
dimensions of sexual self-concept: assertive sexual communication and assertive sexual behavior
(Ferrer-Urbina et al., 2019). The internal structure of the scale, including adequate representation
of each factor (𝜆 > .5), minimal cross-loadings (𝜆 < .3), and moderate (r > .3) to high (r >
.5) structural relationships, demonstrates robust evidence of validity (Cohen, 1998; FerrerUrbina et al., 2019). Further compelling evidence of the instrument’s validity is represented in
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the validity between variables using ESEM (P.00, CFI > .95, TLI > .95, RMSEA < .06, CI
.075) (Ferrer-Urbina et al., 2019; Schreiber et al., 2006). The validity of the MSSSC is also
demonstrated in its ability to assess the multiple traits of sexual self-concept by ensuring
inferences and interpretations of scores are ethically based on the procedures and measurement
process (American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association, and
National Council on Measurement in Education, 2021). Cronbach’s alpha for the instrument is
.80.
The MSSSC consists of eight questions. The questions assess the dimensions of sexual
self-concept based on behavioral statements utilizing a four-point Likert scale as follows: 1 =
“Never” to 4 “Always”. The range of possible scores for this instrument ranges from 8 to 32
points. A score of 8 points is the lowest meaning the individual has an absence of sexual selfconcept. A score of 32 points is the highest meaning the individual has high sexual self-concept.
The approximate time to complete the instrument is less than ten minutes. The instrument was
administered in survey format and scored by the researcher. Permission to employ the short form
of the instrument was granted by the developer (see Appendix E).
Sexual Health Practices Self-Efficacy Scale
The Sexual Health Practices Self-Efficacy Scale was designed to assess sexual selfefficacy and was obtained from the Handbook of Sexuality-Related Measures (Fisher & Rutter,
2010) (See Appendix G). Development of the instrument is accredited to Barthalow Koch et al.
(2010) for the purpose of measuring the knowledge and skills of sexual health practices. The
instrument was developed utilizing a convenience sample of undergraduate students and a sexual
self-efficacy confidence scale of 20 sexual health practices. Giving credence to Bandura’s theory
of self-efficacy, Barthalow Koch et al. (2010) sought to evaluate the sexual confidence of
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individuals that could produce certain outcomes. The development of the instrument includes the
World Health Organization’s definition of sexual health, which emphasizes the physical,
emotional, mental, and social wellbeing of sexuality. Previous research examining male sexual
self-efficacy supports the administration of the instrument as a predictor of sexual self-efficacy
outcomes (Hurlock, 2014).
Content validity of the SHPSES was established through examination of sexuality
textbooks, sexual health content, and 20 sexuality course syllabi at multiple United States
universities (Hurlock, 2014). A rotation converged in six iterations represents the following
validity factors for the instrument: sexual relationships (15.4%), sexual assault (11.2%), safer sex
(10.1%). Reliability of the instrument was calculated using a convenience sample of
undergraduate students (Barthalow Koch et al., 2010). Cronbach’s alpha for the instrument is
.89.
The SHPSES comprises of 12 questions. Respondents rate their confidence in sexual
health knowledge based on the following five-point Likert scale: 1 = “Not at all confident”, 2 =
“Slightly confident, 3 = “Moderately confident”, 4 = Highly confident”, 5 = “Extremely
confident”. The range of possible scores for this instrument ranges from 12 to 60. A score of 12
points is the lowest meaning the individual has low sexual self-efficacy. A score of 60 points is
the highest meaning the individual has high sexual self-efficacy. The approximate time to
complete the instrument is five minutes. The instrument was administered in survey format and
scored by the researcher. This instrument was most appropriate for this study as it enabled the
researcher to access the participants’ level of sexual self-efficacy in multiple dimensions. While
attempts to contact the instrument developer were unsuccessful, this instrument has been utilized
in previous research (Hurlock, 2014) and is available in the public domain.
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Procedures
The following procedures were implemented to facilitate this research study. Upon
receiving ethical approval for this research study from the Institutional Review Board at Liberty
University, the researcher submitted all proper and required documentation to organizations that
educate, employ, and support young adults with ASD (see Appendix A for IRB approval and
Appendix B for Permission Request Letter). Recruitment of participants was also conducted
through online surveying. The mass survey distributions were administered on the social media
platform, Facebook. Given instruments were employed in the online environment, no testing
location was indicated. The online panel in which the instruments were distributed did not solicit
participants, but instead employed an open recruitment where participants volunteered to be a
part of the research study.
The Participant Recruitment Letter contained information outlining the purpose of the
study, procedures, and disclosure of risks and benefits (see Appendix C for Participant
Recruitment Letter). Instructions for accessing the Qualtrics link to complete the surveys and the
researcher’s contact information was included in the Participant Recruitment Letter. The scope
of data collection was short-term and executed for a total of 24 days. A pilot phase was
facilitated prior to the data collection term to adjust for modification of collection methods.
This study was conducted solely through electronic format using Qualtrics, ensuring
optimal security and privacy of data. Collection of data was gathered by the researcher through
the Qualtrics application. Participants first consented to the Participation Consent Form by
clicking the I Consent button (See Appendix D for Informed Consent). Participants then
answered screening questions that pertain to their age, diagnosis status, guardianship, and current
level of education. Participant data was removed prior to analysis when indicated an age of less
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than 18 or older than 27, a diagnosis of level three ASD, current enrollment in high school, or if
the participant had a guardian. After completing the screening questions, participants answered
demographic questions that pertained to gender identity, race and ethnicity, high school
graduation status, marital status, employment status, college or trade school enrollment status,
and if they received state-funded community and/or employment services.
Upon completion of the demographic questions, the first instrument, the
Multidimensional Scale of Sexual Self-Concept Short Form (MSSSC), was administered (see
Appendix F). Participants were prompted to click the arrow at the bottom right-hand corner of
the screen upon completion of each scale/page. Then the second instrument, the Sexual Health
Practices Self-Efficacy Scale Short Form (SHPSES) (see Appendix G) was administered. Upon
completion of the SHPSES, participants were prompted to click “submit”. Time restraints were
not granted; therefore, participants were able to complete the measurements at their convenience
and in the comfort of their chosen environment. These environments may include colleges, trade
programs, participants’ work environments, community resource provider sites, and the
participants’ home.
Upon the close of the data collection process, the data was transferred from Qualtrics into
Microsoft Excel. Once the data was organized, it was uploaded into IBM© Statistical Package
for Social Sciences (SPSS©) – Windows Version 24.0 for analysis. Data collected from the
instruments as well as consent forms was saved on a password-protected computer. Results of
the surveys was made available to participating organizations upon request.
Data Analysis
A MANOVA was facilitated to analyze the data collected from the convenience sample.
The MANOVA determined if there was a difference among transitioning youth with level one
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and two autism spectrum disorder’s post-secondary sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept
outcomes. To support the rationale for the application of MANOVA in this study, comparisons
were made with similar peer-reviewed, causal-comparative studies. In George and Stokes’
(2018) analysis of mental health among autistic sexual and gender groups, a MANOVA was
conducted to measure three continuous dependent variables and two categorical independent
variables, providing greater statistical power. Additionally, research involving MANOVA with
multiple dependent correlated variables have been able to identify smaller effect sizes than if an
ANOVA was facilitated (George & Stokes, 2019; Rabiee et al., 2020; Alloway & Lepere, 2019).
Therefore, a MANOVA allowed the researcher to analyze the data from a multivariate
perspective by detecting smaller effect sizes and reducing ambiguity (Gall et al., 2007). A
MANOVA was the best statistical technique to test the null hypothesis of this study as it met the
first three assumptions: two dependent variables that are believed to be related and are measured
at a continuous level, one categorical independent variable with categorial groups, and the
independence of observations given groups (Green & Salkind, 2017; Gall et al., 2007).
Data was gathered from the instruments and analyzed using IBM© Statistical Package for
Social Sciences (SPSS©) – Windows Version 24.0. Prior to analysis, the researcher screened the
data for missing values and outliers using a frequency distribution. Data that comprised missing
variables of interest was excluded from the study. Participants who failed to complete both
instruments (SHPSES and MSSSC) were eliminated. To ensure the statistical technique chosen
for this analysis produced valid results, the researcher verified all assumptions for a MANOVA
were met by performing additional procedures in SPSS Statistics. These procedures included
using Box and Whisker plots for each group and variable to detect extreme outliers and the
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Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to confirm multivariate normality (Green & Salkind, 2017; Gall et al.,
2007).
A scatterplot matrix was constructed to verify a linear relationship between each
dependent variable. Box’s M test of equality of covariance was then conducted to test
homogeneity of variance-covariance matrices. To ensure an adequate sample size for
MANOVA, the researcher verified there are more cases in each independent group than were the
number of dependent variables (Gall et al., 2007). Measures of central tendency were computed
to summarize the data for each variable. Descriptive statistics were reported for each group of the
independent variable for both dependent variables. A MANOVA was conducted to determine the
potential for a statistically significant difference between the independent and dependent
variables given the mean scores on the SHPSES and mean scores on the MSSSC.
The following assumptions validate the application of MANOVA for this study: there are
no extreme univariate or multivariate outliners, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test confirms
multivariate normality, a linear relationship between the dependent variables was confirmed
using Scatterplot matrices, Box’s test shows homogeneity of variance-covariance, there is no
multicollinearity based on Pearson product-moment correlation, and Levene’s Test for equality
of variances is at p < 0.05 which demonstrates homogeneity of variances (Gall et al., 2007;
Green & Salkind, 2017). Measures of dispersion was computed to determine the variability of
data for each variable. The Wilks Lambda determined the difference between group centroids
and interpreted the effect size (Gall et al., 2007). The significance was determined by the fvalue with a g-power of .8.
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS
Overview
The purpose of this quantitative, causal-comparative study was to determine if there is a
difference among young adults with level one and two ASD’s post-secondary sexual selfefficacy and sexual self-concept outcomes. To examine the difference between variables,
individuals 18 to 27 years of age with a diagnosis of level one or level two ASD who are no
longer enrolled in secondary school completed an online survey containing the Multidimensional
Scale of Sexual Self-Concept and the Sexual Health Practices Self-Efficacy Scale. This chapter
will first restate the research question and null hypothesis of the study. Then, descriptive
statistics describe an overview of the study’s findings and, finally, the chapter concludes with the
study’s results as analyzed by the hypothesis, descriptive statistics, and MANOVA.
Research Question
RQ: Are there differences in post-secondary sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept
outcomes among young adults with level one and two autism spectrum disorder?
Hypothesis
H0: There are no statistically significant differences in post-secondary sexual selfefficacy and sexual self-concept outcomes among young adults with level one and two autism
spectrum disorder as measured by the Sexual Health Practices Self-Efficacy Scale and the
Multidimensional Scale of Sexual Self-Concept.
Descriptive Statistics
A convenience sample was used for this research study resulting in 164 (N = 164) total
participants. Of the 164 participants, 82 (n = 82) reported a diagnosis of Level One ASD and 82
(n = 82) reported a diagnosis of Level Two ASD on the independent variable. The first
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dependent variable, sexual self-concept, was measured by the Multidimensional Scale of Sexual
Self-Concept (MSSSC). The second instrument, the Sexual Health Practices Self-Efficacy Scale
(SHPSES), was employed to measure the second dependent variable, sexual self-efficacy. The
following descriptive statistics describe an overview of the findings.
Table 2 presents the two subscales (Assertive Sexual Behavior and Assertive Sexual
Communication) for the MSSSC. The total mean score for Assertive Sexual Behavior for Level
One and Level Two ASD was 1.90 with a standard deviation of 0.92. The total mean score for
Assertive Sexual Communication for Level One and Level Two ASD was 2.00 with a standard
deviation of 0.83.
Table 2
Multidimensional Scale of Sexual Self-Concept Subscales

Assertive
Sexual
Behavior

Assertive
Sexual
Communication

ASD
Level

M

Mdn

Mode

SD

n

One

2.17

2.17

2.00

1.04

82

Two

1.63

1.50

1.00

0.68

82

Total

1.90

1.50

1.00

0.92

164

One

2.27

2.00

2.00

0.96

82

Two

1.74

1.75

2.00

0.58

82

Total

2.00

2.00

2.00

0.83

164

As demonstrated in Table 3, three subscales (Safer Sex, Sexual Relationships, and Sexual
Assault) compose the SHPSES subscales. The mean composite total for Safer Sex for Level One
and Level Two ASD was 2.46 while the standard deviation was 1.02. On the Sexual
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Relationships subscale, the composite mean was 2.07 and the standard deviation was 1.06. The
Sexual Assault subscale had a mean of 2.06 with a standard deviation of 1.02.
Table 3
Sexual Health Practices Self-Efficacy Subscales

Safer Sex

Sexual
Relationships

Sexual
Assault

ASD
Level

M

Mdn

Mode

SD

n

One

2.78

2.50

2.00

1.17

82

Two

2.15

2.00

2.25

0.73

82

Total

2.46

2.25

2.00

1.02

164

One

2.41

2.00

2.00

1.23

82

Two

1.72

1.60

1.00

0.72

82

Total

2.07

1.80

2.00

1.06

164

One

2.39

2.00

2.00

1.16

82

Two

1.72

1.67

1.00

0.73

82

Total

2.06

2.00

2.00

1.02

164

In Table 4, composite scores of both dependent variables, the MSSSC and the SHPSES,
are described. For Level One ASD, the mean score on the MSSSC was 2.22 with a standard
deviation of 0.96. For Level Two ASD on the MSSSC, the mean score was 1.68 with a standard
deviation of 0.56. The total mean score for MSSSC for Level One and Level Two ASD was 1.95
with a standard deviation of 0.82. On the SHPSES, Level One ASD had a mean score of 2.53
and a standard deviation of 1.13. For Level Two ASD on the SHPSES, the mean score was 1.86
and the standard deviation was 0.61. The SHPSES presented a total mean score of 2.20 and a
standard deviation of 0.97. The n value represents the number of participants in each group.
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Table 4
MSSSC and SHPSES Composite Scores

MSSSC

SHPSES

ASD Level

M

Mdn

Mode

SD

n

One

2.22

1.94

1.50

0.96

82

Two

1.68

1.50

1.50

0.56

82

Total

1.95

1.56

1.50

0.82

164

One

2.53

2.00

1.58

1.13

82

Two

1.86

1.75

1.75

0.61

82

Total

2.20

1.88

1.58

0.97

164

As demonstrated in Figure 1, the frequency of scores for Level One ASD on the MSSSC
had a mean of 2.22 and a standard deviation of 0.96. Figure 2 represents the frequency of scores
for Level Two ASD on the MSSSC with a mean of 1.68 and a standard deviation of 0.56.
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Figure 1
Histogram of ASD Level One Multidimensional Scale of Sexual Self-Concept Scores

Figure 2
Histogram of ASD Level Two Multidimensional Scale of Sexual Self-Concept Scores

As demonstrated in Figure 3, the frequency of scores for Level One ASD on the SHPSES
had a mean of 2.53 and a standard deviation of 1.13. Figure 4 represented the frequency of scores
for Level Two ASD on the SHPSES with a mean of 1.86 and a standard deviation of 0.61.
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Figure 3
Histogram of ASD Level One Sexual Health Practices Self-Efficacy Scale Scores

Figure 4
Histogram of ASD Level Two Sexual Health Practices Self-Efficacy Scale Scores
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Results
A MANOVA was facilitated to analyze the data collected from the convenience sample.
The MANOVA determined whether there were differences between the independent groups,
level one and two ASD, on the two dependent variables, sexual self-concept and sexual selfefficacy, as measured by the MSSSC and SHPSES, respectively. The MANOVA compared the
mean scores for sexual self-concept and sexual self-efficacy on the independent variable. To
ensure the statistical technique chosen for this analysis produced valid results, the researcher
performed all assumptions for a MANOVA.
Assumption Testing
In order for the MANOVA to be robust, Box and Whiskers plots were produced to detect
outliers for each categorical variable, level one and level two ASD, measured on both continuous
variables, sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept. These graphs compared the distribution of
the continuous variable for each group. On the independent variable, level one ASD, no outliers
were detected. Five mild outliers and six extreme outliers were identified on the independent
variable, level two ASD. Examination for data entry or measurement errors was conducted and
determined not attributable to the identification of outliers. See Figure 5 and 6 for Box Plots.
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Figure 5
Box and Whiskers Plot by ASD Level One

Note. This graph compares the distribution of sexual self-efficacy as measured by the SHPSES
and sexual self-concept as measured by the MSSSC on the independent variable, level one ASD.
Figure 6
Box and Whiskers by ASD Level Two

Note. This graph compares the distribution of sexual self-efficacy as measured by the SHPSES
and sexual self-concept as measured by the MSSSC on the independent variable, level two ASD.
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The assumption of normality determines if the data were drawn from a normally
distributed population. Given the sample population was greater than 50 (n > 50), the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was conducted to determine the distribution of the dependent
variables, sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept, measured at a continuous level. The
assumption of normality was visually inspected for normal distribution after four extreme
outliers were removed from the level two ASD group data set (n = 78). The significance value
for sexual self-efficacy in the ASD level one group (p < .001) did not demonstrate a normal
distribution while the level two group (p = .359) was found tenable. The significance values for
sexual self-concept in both the ASD level one and level two group (p < .001) demonstrated that
normality is not tenable. See Figure 7 for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
Figure 7
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test of Normality
ASD Level

Statistic

df

p

MSSSC ASD Level One

.200

82

<.001

MSSSC ASD Level Two

.214

77

<.001

SHPSES ASD Level One

.202

82

<.001

SHPSES ASD Level Two

.079

77

.359

A log transformation was conducted to determine normalization of transformed data. The
results demonstrated minimal change to the significance values for the dependent variables. See
Figure 8 for Kolmogorvo-Smirnov Test of Normality with SQRT Log Transformation.
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Figure 8
Kolmogorvo-Smirnov Test of Normality with SQRT Log Transformation
ASD Level

Statistic

df

p

MSSSC ASD Level One

.200

82

<.001

MSSSC ASD Level Two

.214

77

<.001

SHPSES ASD Level One

.202

82

<.001

SHPSES ASD Level Two

.079

77

.367

The assumption of multivariate normal distribution was conducted to verify a linear
relationship between each dependent variable. A scatterplot matrix was constructed for each
group on the independent variable, and it was determined that linearity between each dependent
variable can be assumed. See Figure 9, 10, and 11 for scatterplot matrices.
Figure 9
Scatterplot Matrix Level One ASD
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Figure 10
Scatterplot Matrix Level Two ASD

Figure 11
Scatterplot Matrix Comparison of Groups
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The Box’s M test was conducted to test that the covariance matrices of the dependent
variables are equal across both groups on the independent variable. The assumption of
homogeneity was not tenable, M = 111.36, F (5084208.88) = 36.60, p < .001. Table 5
summarizes the results for Box’s M Test.
Table 5
Box’s M Test for Homogeneity of Covariances
Box’s M

111.36

F

36.60

df1

3

df2

5084208.88

Sig.

< .001
The Levene’s Test of Equality of Variances was conducted to provide evidence that the

assumption of homogeneity of variance across groups was tenable for sexual self-concept and
self-efficacy, F(1, 157) = 119.592, p < .001 and F = (1,157) = 117.473, p < .001, respectively.
See Table 6 for Levene’s Test of Equality of Error Variances.
Table 6
Levene’s Test of Equality of Error Variances
F

df1

df2

p

Sexual SelfConcept

119.592

1

157

<.001

Sexual SelfEfficacy

117.473

1

157

<.001
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To test for multicollinearity, Pearson’s Correlation test was conducted to demonstrate that
the dependent variables, sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept, were positively correlated.
It is assumed the dependent variables are statistically significantly associated, r = .887, n = 160,
p < .001. See Table 7 for Pearson’s Correlation Test for Multicollinearity.
Table 7
Pearson’s Correlation Test for Multicollinearity
R

N

p

Sexual Self-Concept

.887

160

<.001

Sexual Self-Efficacy

.887

160

<.001

Wilks’ Lambda was conducted and determined the difference between group means,
Wilks’  = .813, F (2, 157) = 18.084, p < .001, partial 2 = .187, observed power = 1.00. See
Table 7 for Wilks’ Lambda.
Table 8
Wilks’ Lambda

ASD

Value

F

Hypothesis
df

Error df

p

Partial 2

Observed
Power

.813

18.084

2

157

<.001

.187

1.00

To estimate the effect size, Cohen (2009) suggests a medium-sized effect as f 2 of .15.
The significance of the f-value (F = 18.084) is greater than the critical value of (Critical F =
3.89) with a g-power of .8. See Figure 12 for G-Power.
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Figure 12
G-Power

Post hoc tests were not conducted as there were only two groups on the independent
variable. The independent variable’s effect, however, is evident by the estimated marginal means
for each group as a greater mean difference was observed between level one and level two ASD.
See Table 9 for Estimated Marginal Means.
Table 9
Estimated Marginal Means
Dependent Variable

ASD Level

M

Sexual Self-Concept

One

2.22

Two

1.57

One

2.53

Two

1.75

Sexual Self-Efficacy
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Null Hypothesis
The null hypothesis for this study stated there are no statistically significant differences in
post-secondary sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept outcomes among young adults with
level one and two autism spectrum disorder as measured by the Sexual Health Practices SelfEfficacy Scale and the Multidimensional Scale of Sexual Self-Concept. Descriptive statistics can
be found in Tables 2, 3, and 4. To address the null hypothesis, a MANVOA was conducted for
the sample population N = 164 and the k = 2 levels of ASD, level one (n = 82) and level two (n =
82). Data screening included producing Box and Whiskers Plots to detect and remove extreme
outliers in ASD level two group (n = 78).
A scatterplot matrix was constructed for each group on the independent variable, and it
was determined that linearity between each dependent variable can be assumed. Box’s M Test
failed the assumption of homogeneity M = 111.36, F (5084208.88) = 36.60, p < .001. However,
Levene’s Test of Equality of Variances provided evidence that the assumption of homogeneity of
variance across groups was tenable for sexual self-concept and self-efficacy, F(1, 157) =
119.592, p < .001 and F = (1,157) = 117.473, p < .001, respectively. No multicollinearity was
demonstrated as the dependent variables are statistically significantly associated, r = .887, N =
160, p < .001.
The results of the MANOVA yielded that there was a statistically significant difference
between the two groups, level one ASD and level two ASD, on the combined dependent
variables, Wilks’  = .813, F (2, 157) = 18.084, p < .001, partial 2 = .187, observed power =
1.00. The significance was determined by the f-value with a g-power of .8 to the confidence level
of .95 (Warner, 2013). The F-value (F = 18.084) was greater than the critical value of F (3.89).
These results provide sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis at the 95% confidence
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level. It was concluded that sexual self-efficacy, as measured by the SHPSES, and sexual selfconcept, as measured by the MSSSC, did significantly differ based on the young adult’s level of
ASD. The observed power was 1.00, indicating that there was 100% chance that the results were
significant.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS
Overview
The contents of this chapter include the conclusions of this research study. The chapter
will first provide a brief overview of the study. Next, the research question will be discussed
considering the review of literature and results of this study. The implications will then present
the meaning of the study’s findings and how it adds to the body of knowledge on autism, sexual
health, and post-secondary transition. Finally, the chapter concludes with limitations that may
have influenced the results obtained as well as recommendations for future research.
Discussion
The purpose of this quantitative, causal-comparative study was to determine if there
exists a difference among young adults with level one and two autism spectrum disorders’ postsecondary sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept outcomes. The sample was composed of
young adults between the ages of 18 and 27 years old with level one and two ASD who were no
longer enrolled in secondary school. Organizations that educate, employ, and support autistic
adults were accessed during the recruitment process. Participants completed an online survey
that consisted of demographic questions, and two instruments, the Multidimensional Scale of
Sexual Self-Concept and the Sexual Health Practices Self-Efficacy Scale. The data gathered
from these measurements were analyzed to determine if there was a difference in post-secondary
sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept outcomes among transitioning youth with ASD.
The research question proposed was are there differences in post-secondary sexual selfefficacy and sexual self-concept outcomes among young adults with level one and two autism
spectrum disorder? The results of the one-way MANOVA demonstrated that the mean
differences between young adults with level one and two ASD significantly differed on the
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combined dependent variables, sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept. The null hypothesis
was, therefore, rejected. The large effect size indicated the practical significance of the findings
(Pogrow, 2019).
As theory holds significance to each field of study, the theories chosen for this study
provided a structure to the complexity of the research topic and question. Cross (1999)
acknowledged the influence of an individual’s personal and situational characteristics on the
learner’s construction of knowledge. Bandura demonstrated how the levels and strength of selfefficacy changes based on social cognitive functioning, behavior, environment, and biological
events (Locke, 1987). The complexities of the human mind are further examined by social
cognitive theory. These conceptual theories align with the findings of this study that
acknowledge the neurological differences that effect human behavior, processes, and the selfperceived ability to navigate and manage sexual health challenges.
The results of this study are consistent with previous research findings from the literature
review. While previous research focuses primarily on the comparisons between ND and NT
peers, the findings from these studies lends support to the influence of neurodivergence, social
experiences, and perceived judgement on sexual health (Barnett & Maticka-Tyndale, 2015;
Gilmour et al., 2012; Strunz et al., 2016). The misconception that ND individuals do not possess
the same interests and desires as their NT peers was challenged by multiple studies that
suggested young autistic adults experience romantic relationships (Balfe & Tantam, 2010; Strunz
et al., 2017), sexual relations (Hartmann et al., 2019), and an inherent desire for procreation
(Aunos & Feldman, 2002; Travers & Tincani, 2010). However, research has also shown that
young autistic adults often struggle to manage challenges relating to expression of sexuality
(McDaniels & Fleming, 2018; Wilson & Frawley, 2016), sharing interests, expressing emotions,
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and handing rejection (McDaniels & Fleming, 2018). These previous findings align with the
results of this study as the challenges relating to sexual behavior, sexual communication, and
relationships among young autistic adults were demonstrated by the mean scores of the
dependent variables.
Positive self-concept has been found to potentially contribute to an enhanced ability to
generalize sexual knowledge into self-confident action (Rostoky et al., 2008). Self-efficacy,
however, is the pre-cursor to self-concept development. This theory supports the findings of this
study that suggest there is a correlation between sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept.
Hensel et al. (2011) suggested the perceived judgements of self-efficacy help to form an
individual’s self-concept by organizing and structuring an understanding of sexuality.
The risk of abuse is of great concern in the neurodiverse community. Hartmann et al.
(2019) reported young adults with ASD are six times more likely to experience sexual
victimization when compared to their NT peers. Research has also shown a significantly
substantial risk of sex victimization of women with intellectual disabilities (Treacy et al.,
2017). When compared to their NT peers, young autistic adults experience a greater breadth of
victimization including physical, psychological, emotional, and sexual abuse (McDaniels &
Fleming, 2018). Further, an individual’s perception of his or her sexual being mediates the
relationship between sexual risk and sexual self-efficacy (Rostosky et al., 2008). These findings
substantiate the current study’s findings on the sexual assault subscale of the SHPSES.
Comparison of the mean scores of the risk of sexual assault for young adults diagnosed with
level one ASD to those with level two ASD that require substantial support suggests the level of
severity may affect an individual’s risk of sexual abuse.
This study’s findings contradict earlier research that has shown mixed results from
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studies that suggest autistic adults are asexual (Bertilsdotter Rosqvist, 2014) and do not possess
common sexual desires and interests (Dewinter et al., 2013). While the current study suggests
low levels of socio-sexual knowledge, previous research found young autistic males had an
adequate basic knowledge of self-care and socio-sexual awareness (Hellemans et al., 2006).
However, the previous study indicated that this awareness was not reflected in the participants’
sexual behavior and functioning. Contrary to the study conducted by van Schrojenstein Lantmande Valk et al. (2011), the current study suggests that there is a significant difference regarding
the level of neurodiversity among participants when evaluating the safe sex practices of ND
individuals. Although the current study’s findings refute this previous study, both studies suggest
further development and implementation of adequate health information on contraceptive use for
ND individuals.
Implications
The results from this study add to the progressive conversation in education regarding
sexuality and neurodiversity. Specifically, this study adds to the understanding of autism, the
specific barriers of sexuality, and how those barriers effect the autism population’s transition to
adulthood. Previous research in the field focused on the misconceptions of sexual development,
the role of sex education, and differences in sexual attraction and experience among the
neurodiverse community. This current work demonstrates the significant difference in an
individual’s future-oriented judgements and understanding of one’s self as a sexual person based
on their level of support needs. Considered together, these findings highlight the specific
challenges of navigating and managing sexual health of ND individuals. As advocates for the
neurodiverse community continue to push reform for inclusiveness, it is vital that all areas of
independent living, including sexual health, are not excluded.
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An inability to manage sexual health is not an individual concern. Pressure to meet
societal expectations influences health, relationships, and the ability to maintain employment. As
a critical component of post-secondary transition and community inclusiveness, sexual health, as
examined in this study, can present as an uncertainty of expectations and behaviors necessary for
both intimate and social relationships. Further, this study is consistent with previous research that
stresses the risk of victimization of ND individuals. These observations have several implications
for research as they enhance the awareness of vulnerability, facilitate healthy discussions, and
provide argument for the provision of adequate sexuality education for transitioning youth with
ASD.
Few studies have examined sexual self-efficacy and sexual self-concept among ND
individuals. Even fewer have examined the additional challenges these phenomena produce for
TY with ASD. Although considered a critical area of life, the sexual health of ND individuals
has been mostly neglected in transition planning (Volkmar et al., 2017). The lack of attention
given to sexual health undermines the equally important role of family, lifestyle, and sexuality
(Dewinter, 2017; George & Stokes, 2018; Ross & Gray, 2005). The results of this research
provide additional evidence that the negative implications that stem from an inadequate
understanding of sexual health influence an individual’s transition to adulthood. Moreover, the
present findings highlight the role of self-efficacy and self-concept as essential determinants of
human sexuality and well-being. Therefore, the current constructs of post-secondary transition
and sex education must be critically evaluated and extended beyond their conventional domains
to address the personal and social complexities and multidimensional constructs of sexuality and
adulthood.
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Limitations
As the focus of this study was on young adults with level one and two autism in the postsecondary setting, there are multiple limitations that may have influenced the results obtained. A
critical analysis was conducted pertaining to the influence and extent to which these limitations
may have had on the results and conclusions of this study. To begin with, methodological
limitations such as self-reported data of participants’ level of ASD could not be verified as the
study was anonymous. Additionally, the influence of co-occurring disabilities may have a
confounding effect on the relationship between the variables. The demographic information was
also self-reported; therefore, margins of error may be present when computing statistical data
creating limitations to this study. Further, self-reported data on each measurement can present
potential sources of bias including selective memory and exaggerated responses.
Given recruitment of participants was conducted through online surveying, a participant’s
willingness to volunteer may have produced biases as they may maintain more sexual experience
(Dewinter et al., 2015; Fernandes et al., 2016). Additionally, there was limited consideration of
culturally diverse populations and the varying views on sexual health outside the context of
autism. The conversion of raw data to transformed data and violations of the assumption of
normality and homogeneity may have influenced the results of the study. While the limitations of
the study, including self-reports and the possibility of misleading responses from participants,
may question the study’s validity, it does demonstrate the value sexual self-efficacy and sexual
self-concept has on sexual health outcomes.
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Recommendations for Future Research
This research has elicited many questions in need of further investigative study. It is
recommended that further research should be undertaken in the following areas:
1. The dependent variables are multidimensional constructs. Research should be
conducted to sort the constructs into systems for greater understanding of their
effect on the autism population.
2. Research that employs instruments that measure the different constructs of the
dependent variables should be considered.
3. Considerable attention should be given to graduation status when evaluating the
sexual health outcomes of neurodivergent individuals. Research should be
conducted to determine to what effect does diploma-track and certificate-track
programming influence sexual health outcomes of neurodivergent individuals.
4. Consideration of different populations such as those with co-occurring disabilities
should be studied to determine the confounding effects on the sexual health
outcomes of young adults.
5. The conceptual framework for this study aligned the major theories of the
dependent variables and emphasized the role of learning paradigm. Additional
research should explore the variables from other scientific, educational,
psychological, and social anthropology theoretical frameworks.
6. This study was limited by the consideration of culturally diverse populations and
the varying views on sexual health outside the context of autism. Further research
is needed to determine exactly how these variables affect the sexual health
outcomes of young autistic adults.
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These recommendations for future research suggest the topic of autism, sexual health,
and transition is still in its infancy. Although the current study added to this understanding, the
broad topic of sexuality, neurodiversity, and post-secondary transition suggests there remain
multiple gaps in the current body of knowledge. Further, given sexuality can be personal, it is
difficult to generalize information. However, current literature on the topic as well as the current
study may provide a promising foundation for understanding the sexual health outcomes of
young autistic adults. Because, after all, all people should be afforded the opportunity to embrace
sexuality as part of the human experience.
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APPENDIX B

Dear [Recipient]:
As a graduate student in the School of Education at Liberty University, I am conducting research
as part of the requirements for a Doctor of Philosophy in Education degree. The title of my
research project is The Difference in Post-Secondary Sexual Self-Efficacy and Sexual SelfConcept Outcomes Among Transitioning Youth with Autism Spectrum Disorder. The purpose of
my research is to investigate barriers of sexuality and how those barriers influence the autism
population’s transition to adulthood.
I am writing to request your permission to send my study information to adults who are 18 to 27
years of age with a diagnosis of level one or level two autism spectrum disorder and are no
longer enrolled in secondary school. If you are not able to provide the names and contact
information of potential participants, I am asking that my recruitment documents be forwarded to
individuals that meet the inclusion criteria. Participants will be asked to complete the attached
surveys anonymously. Participants will be presented with informed consent information prior to
participating. Taking part in this study is completely voluntary, and participants are welcome to
discontinue participation at any time.
Thank you for considering my request. If you choose to grant permission, please provide a
signed statement on official letterhead indicating your approval. The approval letter can be
emailed to me at tmwilliams7@liberty.edu. A permission letter document is attached for your
convenience.
Sincerely,
Tatum Williams
Liberty University
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APPENDIX C

Dear [Recipient]:
As a graduate student in the School of Education at Liberty University, I am conducting research
as part of the requirements for an Educational Doctorate degree. The purpose of my research is
to investigate if there is a difference in post-secondary sexual self-efficacy and sexual selfconcept outcomes among transitioning youth with autism spectrum disorder. I am writing to
invite eligible participants to join my study.
Participants must be 18 to 27 years of age with a diagnosis of level one or level two autism
spectrum disorder and no longer enrolled in secondary school. Participants, if willing, will be
asked to complete three questionnaires (one demographic and two instrument surveys) through
electronic format using Qualtrics. It should take approximately 15 minutes to complete the
procedures listed. Participation will be completely anonymous, and no personal, identifying
information will be collected.
To participate, please click here
https://liberty.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_1yI4C7ssN9NdbxQ. A consent document is
provided on the first page of the survey. The consent document contains additional information
about my research. After you have read the consent form, please click the link to proceed to the
survey. Doing so will indicate that you have read the consent information and would like to take
part in the survey.
Sincerely,
Tatum Williams
Liberty University
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APPENDIX D
Consent

Title of the Project: The Difference in Post-Secondary Sexual Self-Efficacy and Sexual SelfConcept Outcomes Among Transitioning Youth with Autism Spectrum Disorder
Principal Investigator: Tatum Williams, Graduate Student, Liberty University School of
Education
Invitation to be Part of a Research Study
You are invited to participate in a research study. To participate, you must be 18 to 27 years of
age with a diagnosis of level one or level two autism spectrum disorder and no longer enrolled in
secondary school. Taking part in this research project is voluntary.
Please take time to read this entire form and ask questions before deciding whether to take part in
this research.
What is the study about and why is it being done?
The purpose of the study is to investigate if there is a difference in post-secondary sexual selfefficacy and sexual self-concept outcomes among transitioning youth with autism spectrum
disorder. This study is being conducted to add to the understanding of autism as a disability, the
specific barriers of sexuality, and how those barriers effect the autism population’s transition to
adulthood.
What will happen if you take part in this study?
If you agree to be in this study, I will ask you to do the following things:
1. Complete an online demographic questionnaire. This questionnaire will take
approximately 2 minutes to complete.
2. Complete two online surveys. Each survey will take approximately 6 minutes to
complete.
How could you or others benefit from this study?
Participants should not expect to receive a direct benefit from taking part in this study.
Benefits to society include a greater awareness of the role of sexuality among transitioning adults
with autism spectrum disorder as it pertains to relationships, safety, behavior, and
communication.
What risks might you experience from being in this study?
The risks involved in this study are minimal, which means they are equal to the risks you would
encounter in everyday life.
How will personal information be protected?
The records of this study will be kept private. Research records will be stored securely, and only
the researcher will have access to the records. Participant responses will be anonymous. Data
will be stored on a password-locked computer and may be used in future studies. After three
years, all electronic records will be deleted.
Is study participation voluntary?
Participation in this study is voluntary. Your decision whether to participate will not affect your
current or future relations with Liberty University. If you decide to participate, you are free to
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not answer any question or withdraw at any time prior to submitting the survey without affecting
those relationships.
What should you do if you decide to withdraw from the study?
If you choose to withdraw from the study, please exit the survey and close your internet browser.
Your responses will not be recorded or included in the study.
Whom do you contact if you have questions or concerns about the study?
The researcher conducting this study is Tatum Williams. You may ask any questions you have
now. If you have questions later, you are encouraged to contact her at tmwilliams7@liberty.edu.
You may also contact the researcher’s faculty sponsor, Dr. Treg Hopkins, at
thopkins19@liberty.edu.
Whom do you contact if you have questions about your rights as a research participant?
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study and would like to talk to someone
other than the researcher, you are encouraged to contact the Institutional Review Board, 1971
University Blvd., Green Hall Ste. 2845, Lynchburg, VA 24515 or email at irb@liberty.edu.
Disclaimer: The Institutional Review Board (IRB) is tasked with ensuring that human subjects
research will be conducted in an ethical manner as defined and required by federal regulations.
The topics covered and viewpoints expressed or alluded to by student and faculty researchers
are those of the researchers and do not necessarily reflect the official policies or positions of
Liberty University.
Your Consent
Before agreeing to be part of the research, please be sure that you understand what the study is
about. You can print a copy of this document for your records. If you have any questions about
the study later, you can contact the researcher using the information provided above.
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APPENDIX E
Request/Permission for use of the Multidimensional Scale of Sexual Self-Concept Short Form
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APPENDIX F
Multidimensional Scale of Sexual Self-Concept: Short Form
ASSERTIVE SEXUAL BEHAVIOR
Never
(ASB)
Cronbach’s Alpha .81
1. I begin intimacy with my partner(s) only
when I want to.
2. I have sex just when I want, even if my
partner(s) insists on having it.
3. I only participate in sexual practices that
I desire.
4. I stand firm to the pressures of my
partner(s) if I do not want to have sex or
some kind of intimacy.
ASSERTIVE SEXUAL
Never
COMMUNICATION (ASC)
Cronbach’s Alpha .84
1. I share my feelings, affections, and
sexual desires with my partner(s).
2. I tell my partner(s) where I want to be
touched when we have sex.
3. I tell my partner(s) when I want to be
affectionate.
4. I ask for what I want in a sexual
relationship.

Rarely

Sometimes

Always

Rarely

Sometimes

Always
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APPENDIX G
Sexual Health Practices Self-Efficacy Scale- Short Form
Please indicate how confident you are, at this point in time, in carrying out the following sexual
health practices if you needed to. Think of confidence as having the knowledge, skills, and
comfort necessary to effectively do these things. The term “partner” refers to whomever you
might choose to share your sexuality with. Use the following scale to indicate your answers:
1= Not at all confident
2= Slightly confident
3= Moderately confident
4= Highly confident
5= Extremely confident
SAFER SEX (Cronbach’s Alpha .71)
Making thoughtful, good decisions about your
1
2
3
4
5
sexual behaviors
Using a condom
1
2
3
4
5
Using another form of birth control other than
1
2
3
4
5
a condom
Negotiating with a sexual partner to practice
1
2
3
4
5
safer sex
SEXUAL RELATIONSHIPS (Cronbach’s Alpha .82)
Establishing a fulfilling sexual relationship
1
2
3
4
5
Talking with a (prospective) sexual partner
1
2
3
4
5
about your sexual histories
Talking with a sexual partner about a sexual
1
2
3
4
5
health issue, like an STI
Talking with a sexual partner about a
1
2
3
4
5
relationship issue
Dealing with a sexual functioning difficulty
1
2
3
4
5
SEXUAL ASSAULT (Cronbach’s Alpha .78)
Preventing a sexual assault situation from
1
2
3
4
5
occurring
Dealing with a sexual assault if it occurs to
1
2
3
4
5
you
Helping a friend who has been sexually
1
2
3
4
5
assaulted

